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Preface: A Story of Panels 11

Every story needs a protagonist. The protagonist of this dissertation is not the abstract 
concept of comics, but the panels (a discernible visual area that contains a piece of the 
author’s storytelling interpretation in comics, see Section 2.2) that construct comics. 
Each panel is comparable to an individual human being: the shape can be short, tall, slim 
or fat; the appearance can contain di�erent drawings and colours; the content that each 
panel conveys can be comparable to various personalities such as peaceful, encourag-
ing, sad or romantic. Where do the panels come from? What are the panels made of? 
What’s the purpose of their existence? These are some questions we may be curious 
about when meeting the panels, just like meeting a group of people.

The living condition of panels has been undergoing rapid change since 1985, along 
with the development of the World Wide Web (Garrity, 2011). Panels have been living on 
printed papers for over hundred years. But since electronic technologies and the Internet 
became widely available, a new world opened up for panels: a digital environment 
enabled by electronic devices. What does this new world look like for panels? What will 
happen to the panels? Can panels survive in it? Will the relation of the panels change?

This is the story which this dissertation aims to tell. In fast-changing times, the panels are 
on their journey to explore boundaries and discover possibilities. 

Welcome to witnessing this adventure!
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Story is not only our most prolific art form, but also 
rivals all activities — work, play, eating, exercise — 
for our waking hours. We tell and take in stories as 
much as we sleep — and even then we dream. Why? 
Why is so much of our life time spent inside stories? 
Because as critic Kenneth Burke tells us, stories are 
equipment for living (McKee, 1997).

Storytelling, as one of the earliest human activities for communicating thoughts, can 
be conducted through di�erent communication channels. According to McLuhan, the 
medium is the message (McLuhan, 1994). The message from the author can be commu-
nicated in various media such as novels, comics, animations, movies, and games. Comics, 
as a storytelling medium, is1 described by Cohn (2005) as “the industry that produces 
comics, the community that embraces them, the content which they represent, and the 
avenues in which they appear”.

Based on a long interest in comics (Section 1.1), we have observed that within the 
comics industry there is an increase in the consumption and production of digital comics 
(Section 1.2). Although there exist several exploratory practices and research studies 
(Section 1.3), there is no existing theory about digital comics, nor large industrial produc-
tion.

1.1 Personal motivation

I was born in the mid-eighties. Personal computers and the internet started to be 
popular when I was around ten. Then the smart mobile devices became common in my 
twenties. I grew up with great enthusiasm for reading comic books. I still read comics, 
but mainly with smartphones and tablets.

My passion for comics is partly because of the story and characters. There exist so many 
comics, and therefore so many story worlds and di�erent characters. For an individual 
living in this reality, I gained knowledge and experience by reading comics.

The display method with mostly images and some text is also what I prefer. I can sense 
richer information and emotion through images than plain text. It is a pleasure to enjoy 
the artwork as well: the drawings, the compositions, the layouts, etc.

1 This dissertation considers comics as one type of the storytelling medium, and therefore ad-
dresses comics normally with a singular form.
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Since comics are constructed by static images, it is up to me to decide the reading order, 
the duration to stay on a particular image, the time to think and digest. What can hap-
pen between this panel and the next panel? What’s there on the next page? I’m always 
full of curiosity and expectation once I start reading comics.

Moreover, comics have become one expression method for me. I grow up with gaining 
more experience and understanding. But I have no intention to describe the experience 
and understanding with complicated words. I want to transfer those into simple, maybe 
entertaining comic stories.

The development of technology in the last thirty years has brought many changes to 
the comics industry. For example, many comic authors are now making comics with 
electronic tools. Many printed comics have been scanned into the digital environment 
so that more readers can gain access through the internet instead of obtaining physical 
books. On the one hand, I believe that the digital environment and electronic devices 
should contain new space for creating comics; on the other hand, I feel the reading 
experience of many existing comics displayed on the screen is still limited compared to 
printed comics. With the hope of continuously having high-quality new comics to read, 
this research has been initiated.

1.2 Industry background

People sometimes say that physical books have qual-
ities that do not transfer well to digital. We want to 
show that digital has narrative qualities that cannot 
transfer to print. … For instance, books which are 
written for the web can be: data-led, locative, gener-
ative, algorithmic, sensor-based, fluid, non-linear, 
expandable, cookie-ish, personalised, proximal, aug-
mented, real-time, time-sensitive, adaptive, collabo-
rative, and share-y (Visual Editions; Google’s Crea-
tive Lab in Sydney; Universal Everything, 2016).

Generally speaking, the comics medium is widely spread in the world both location-wise 
and culture-wise. The bigger comics markets include North America, Japan and Europe. 
Taking the Japanese market, for example, according to a recent report from the All Japan 
Magazine and Book Publishers and Editors Association (AJPEA) published in 2017 (All 
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Japan Magazine and Book Publishers and Editors Association, 2017), the estimated sales 
of the comics (manga in Japanese) industry in Japan amounted to 445.4 billion yen 
(about 4 billion US dollars), in 2016. It reached a 0.4% growth compared to the previous 
year’s 443.8 billion yen. The total sales can be divided into two parts: comics printed on 
paper (including print comic books and magazines), and comics displayed on electronic 
devices (including digital books and magazines). The sales of printed comic books were 
194.7 billion yen (dropped 7.4% compared to 2015); the sales of printed comic maga-
zines were 101.6 billion yen (dropped 12.9%); the sales of digital comic books were 146 
billion yen (increased 27.1%); and the sales of digital comic magazines were 3.1 billion 
yen (increased 55.0%).

The comics industry involves a wide number of participants, such as authors, editors, 
publishers and readers. It also contains a diverse range of story types, such as adventure, 
biography, romance, mystery, folk tales, horror, �ction, superhero, etc. (McCloud, 1993), 
which have all been explored in a vast number of productions.

As exempli�ed by the previous report about the Japanese comics industry, the sales of 
printed comics are dropping, while the sales of digital comics are increasing. In 2011 one 
of the biggest book retailers in the world — Amazon.com — claimed that e-books are 
outselling printed books (Amazon.com Inc, 2011). The rise of digital comics can be traced 
back to the moment when the personal computer and the Internet started to become 
popular: examples of pioneers in digital comics can be found from 1980 onwards (Garri-
ty, 2011). The transition from printed comics to digital comics contains varieties that can 
be categorised as (1) digitalised versions of existing printed comics, and (2) exploratory 
digital comics made for the digital environment and electronic devices.

Firstly, when digitalising existing printed comics the paper-based comics are scanned 
and saved in the digital environment, and a display strategy for the electronic device 
is created. There exist many online comics websites that scan the printed books and 
show the image page by page. The main problem with this strategy is that there is a size 
di�erence between the original carrier2 (paper) and the new carrier (electronic device 
with a screen). Consider displaying the same page on a smart phone screen of 4 inches 
and the display of a personal computer of 27 inches. If the screen is bigger than the 
page, there will be space left on the screen if the original resolution and the length-

2 The term the carrier of comics used in this dissertation refers to the physical vehicles (such as 
papers and screens of electronic devices) that can carry the drawings of comics and present com-
ics to readers. Duncan et al. (2009) addressed it as the medium of comics. However, since the word 
medium can also be considered as the singular form of media, the word carrier was selected to 
emphasise the concrete physical existence, to distinguish it from the abstract concept media.
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width ratio are maintained. If zooming the original page to �t the screen, the image will 
be stretched and may lose readability. If the screen is smaller than the page, then the 
image has to be compressed to �t the screen, or cannot be displayed fully. One solution 
for this way of digitalising comics is the guided view. As explained by the company who 
developed it: “comiXology’s patent-pending Guided View™ technology allows readers to 
view a comic on a panel-by-panel basis suitable for mobile devices in a way that mimics 
the natural motion of the user’s eye through the comic (ComiXology, 2014)”. The guided 
view provides a panel delivery method on electronic devices for reading comics based 
on the printed comics. Reading comics (including comics, graphic novels, and manga) on 
electronic devices (such as iPhone, iPad, Android tablet, and Kindle Fire) is possible with 
the support of the comiXology application.

Secondly, there is the option to explore how digital comics can be speci�cally created 
for the digital environment on electronic devices. There are many examples of explo-
rations of new tools for creating and making digital comics. Web-based comics (web-
comics) (such as PHD Comics (Cham, 1997) and Zen Pencils (Than, 2012b)), and many 
Korean webtoons (webcomics) (Cho, 2016) are positioned on a horizontal or a vertical 
canvas. This canvas could never �t on one physical paper but can �t in the web page. 
For example, in the Bongcheon-Dong Ghost (Horang, 2011) a vertical linear panel layout 
was developed, where the reader needs to scroll/pan the canvas on the screen to follow 
the story. Another example is The Boat (Huynh, 2014), which not only applies animation 
and sound e�ects, but also splits the background images and foreground panels. When 
scrolling, the background and foreground appear with relative moving speed, which 
creates a unique reading experience. Goodbrey’s work such as PoCom-UK-001 (Goodbrey, 
2003) and A Duck Has An Adventure (Goodbrey, 2012) are typical examples where the 
next panels are shown after clicking on the current panel. McCloud’s project The Right 
Number creates the possibility to dive and zoom into the narrative experience by placing 
the next panels in the middle of the current panel(s) (McCloud, 2003). Arhanta Comics 
published several “responsive comics” online (Nascimento, 2017), the comics can have 
di�erent layouts based on di�erent screen sizes. The term responsive comics is adopted 
from responsive web design to arrange content for di�erent devices and screen sizes.

Other explorations are designed for speci�c electronic devices, especially touch-screen 
tablets. The story Meanwhile (Shiga, 2014) provides the reader with a reading experience 
by selecting the narrative branches. Niko and the Sword of Light (Imaginism Studios / 
StudioNX, 2013) contains not only the possibility to trigger static panels, but also some 
animated panels. Modern Polaxis is a combination of a print comic book and an aug-
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mented reality app. Sutu (2014) uses the printed book as a reference, and hides the nar-
rative itself in augmented reality. Moreover, an online video shows an ongoing project of 
creating a comic reading mechanism in virtual reality (VR Forum, 2015).

To summarise, the transformation from printed comics to digital comics is a continuous 
trend. There already exist many examples in the comics industry. The understanding of 
designing digital comics should be further studied.

1.3 Academic background

The existing research of comics is based mainly on comics in the form of printed books. 
Several seminal introduction books can be found, such as Comics and Sequential Art (Ei-
sner, 1985), Understanding Comics (McCloud, 1993), Why is Manga Interesting (Natsume, 
1997), The System of Comics (Groensteen, 2009) and The Power of Comics (Duncan, Smith, 
& Levitz, 2015). Other studies apply a more scienti�c approach to examine the construc-
tion of comics, such as The Visual Language of Comics (Cohn, 2013b). Together with 
other academic articles, this body of knowledge can provide fundamental insights into 
understanding comics, and can function as a starting point to compare the di�erence 
between printed comics and digital comics.

Besides the major role of storytelling, comics are applied in other areas such as: comics 
as product/procedure instructions (Mallia, 2007); comics as storyboard for the design 
process (Dykes et al., 2016b; Van der Lelie, 2006); comics as overview of movies (Tobita, 
2010) or games (Chan et al., 2009); comics for education (Cimermanová, 2015; Green & 
Myers, 2010; Jacobs, 2007; Moraveji, Li, Ding, O’Kelley, & Woolf, 2007; Tatalovic, 2009); 
comics as online communication tool (Kurlander, Skelly, & Salesin, 1996); and comics 
as a medium to communicate research and design (Dykes et al., 2016a, 2016b). These 
studies can provide insights into the boundaries of comics, and a comparison with other 
storytelling media.

The term digital comics (d-Comics) used in this dissertation refers to the comics that are 
speci�cally created for the digital environment and are displayed on electronic devices. 
This term has been previously addressed by McCloud (McCloud, 2000) and Goodbrey 
(Goodbrey, 2013). Existing research about d-Comics is very sparse. McCloud wrote a 
printed comic book called Reinventing Comics (McCloud, 2000) to discuss the future of 
comics. Many of his predictions have now been realised: some of these are introduced in 
Section 1.2 and Chapter 2 of this dissertation. Goodbrey studied d-Comics while being a 
practitioner and a creator of digital comics. He pointed out that the key to understand-
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ing d-Comics is about the change of space (Goodbrey, 2013), which refers to the display 
space that paper printed comics and digital comics (“medium” in Goodbrey’s words) 
can o�er. With this understanding, Goodbrey discussed three major topics under this 
change: pages versus windows, page turns versus panel delivery, and space versus time. 
These references will be further discussed when considering the design space of d-Com-
ics in Chapter 2.

Several scholars have concerns about d-Comics. Groensteen claimed that the “spa-
tio-topical system” of printed comics is hard to be captured in d-Comics (Groensteen, 
2009). McCloud and Goodbrey — although positive — also mentioned many limitations 
of the existing explorations of d-Comics. For example, the distractions of music and an-
imation (McCloud, 2000), or the limited control possibilities for the user when using the 
guided view panel delivery (Goodbrey, 2013).

However, it is a fact that the digital environment and electronic devices have an advan-
tage for comics. For example, a reader can gain access to a vast amount of d-Comics 
content with a small electronic device through the Internet while remaining mobile. 
Furthermore, the images in comics can be searched with keywords, although this is 
currently limited to text or image instead of bridging the two formats. However, if the 
metadata such as keywords and descriptions are created, the reader could �nd the rele-
vant d-Comics content by searching. In printed comics, the reader would probably have 
to �ip through many pages to �nd the intended content.

Although the research of digitalising comics is limited, there are many studies conducted 
in related �elds. For example, research about electronic devices, research about digital 
interface design (Mayhew, 1992; Rauterberg & Szabó, 1995), and research about interac-
tion design (Lim, Stolterman, Jung, & Donaldson, 2007; Preece, Sharp, & Rogers, 2015). 
These can all be considered as references when discussing the research of digital comics.

1.4 Outline of the dissertation

This dissertation began from the carrier transition (from print to digital) point of view 
(Chapter 1), and investigated the design space of displaying d-Comics with a mixed 
research approach.
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Although the digital environment and electronic devices can bring bene�ts to the com-
ics industry, there are many di�culties of creation and migration. After establishing the 
state of the art of this research (Chapter 2), we took the approach of investigating the 
di�erence caused by di�erent carriers. In order to �nd out how to design d-Comics for 
the screen-based electronic carriers, the main research questions have been de�ned as: 
Is there a segmentation unit existing in d-Comics similar to the page in printed com-
ics? What method can be used with the new carrier to express this unit? The research 
questions were further broken down into two sub-questions: (Section 2.5). 

Q1: How is a panel sequence segmented in d-Comics? 

Q2: What could be the strategies of the segmentation in 
d-Comics when designing panel sequence segmentations?

Chapter 3 investigates the �rst research question by conducting an online experiment 
to ask readers of d-Comics to segment the panel sequences (Section 3.2). The result of 
this experiment answers the �rst research question (Section 3.3, Section 3.4). A new 
vocabulary is created to address the di�erent status of the segmented panel groups in 
d-Comics: phasel, fadel and phasel gap (Section 3.5).

Chapter 4 further justi�es the strategies of segmenting the panel sequence in d-Com-
ics. Section 4.1 reviews the existing research about segmentation in comics. A second 
experiment is conducted to evaluate the segmentation strategies (Section 4.2). The 
result (Section 4.3, Section 4.4) establishes two strategies for creating segmentation in 
d-Comics: narrative structure and spatial arrangement. Interaction as a potential strategy 
is addressed but not investigated (Section 4.4.3).

Chapter 5 applies the vocabulary and the two strategies to investigate interaction as a 
third strategy with the third experiment (Section 5.2). The result (Section 5.3, Section 5.4) 
veri�es interaction as being a strategy for panel sequence segmentation in d-Comics, 
and therefore the answer of the second research question is updated.

Chapter 6 concludes the �ndings from the empirical studies. Section 6.1 includes the 
answers to the two research questions. Section 6.2 distinguishes the �ndings from 
d-Comics with printed comics.

Chapter 7 includes the limitations of the research (Section 7.1), further discussion of the 
understanding of d-Comics, and the related territories based on the study of segmenta-
tion (Section 7.2), and future work (Section 7.3).
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CHAPTER 2: State of the Art

Figure 2 
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State of the Art
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This chapter aims to frame the research question by bringing forward research and 
practice about digital comics. Section 2.1 gives an overview of comics as a storytelling 
medium. As part of this overview, the following topics will be discussed: what a “story” 
(“narrative”) is, the de�nition of comics including related attributes, the genres, the his-
torical developments of comics, the creation process of comics, the di�erence between 
“narrative” and “author’s interpretation”. This overview leads to a focus on two important 
aspects of comics: panels as the crucial unit of comics, and, two major carriers of panels 
(i.e. printed paper books and electronic devices). Section 2.2 establishes a point of view 
that panels are the building blocks of comics. This section introduces the role of panels 
in comics, discusses the de�nition of panel and summarises the visual elements that can 
be included in a panel. Section 2.3 introduces the di�erences between placing panels in 
printed paper books and the digital environment in electronic devices. In printed paper 
books there are natural segmentations1 of the panel sequences, due to the existence of 
pages. This causes the panels to form spatial groups which are dependent on the speci�c 
pages. However, in the digital environment, there is the opportunity to design layouts 
which don’t make use of the page-based layout. Therefore, in Section 2.4 the implica-
tions caused by the carrier di�erence are further described. These are the segmentation 
of a panel sequence and the required interaction of the reader to move through seg-
mentations. This chapter concludes in Section 2.5 with detailing the main research intent 
of this dissertation: to discuss how to design for d-Comics by investigating the relation 
among panels in the digital environment. Three research questions are raised in the end.

2.1 Storytelling & comics

The increasing number of studies in comics during the past thirty years (Section 1.2) 
re�ects the signi�cant strides of understanding the mechanisms underlying comics. 
Because American comics, European comics, and Japanese manga have been very in-
�uential, most of the existing studies are written in English, French and Japanese (Cohn, 
2013b; Duncan et al., 2015; McCloud, 1993). Due to the time and language limitations 
of the author, this dissertation mainly focuses on introducing comics studies written in/
translated into English.

1 The word “segmentation” means “Division into separate parts or sections” (Oxford English Dic-
tionary, 2017b). In this dissertation, it refers speci�cally to how a panel sequence is divided into mul-
tiple panel groups. The choice of the term is to be coherent with the terms discussed in Section 4.1.
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2.1.1 Comics as a storytelling media

A narrative is a “spoken or written account of connected events; a story” (Oxford English 
Dictionary, 2017a). Storytelling, as one of the earliest human activities for communicating 
thoughts, can be conducted through di�erent communication channels. McLuhan de-
scribed media as “extensions of man” and listed comics as one of the media, together with 
many such as photography, games, movies, radio and television (McLuhan, 1994). Comics 
pioneer Will Eisner has illustrated the di�erent storytelling media through history (Eisner, 
1985). A narrative can have di�erent media formats. For example, A Song of Ice and Fire2 can 
be written in novels as text, created as print comic books, �lmed as a TV series, generated as 
video games, etc. These communication channels share the same core conceptual narrative, 
but, due to their di�erences, have their unique forms and carriers. For example, the novel 
(one volume) is written in English text: the form is British English which has its grammar 
and vocabulary, and the carrier is a page-based physical book which has its size, weight and 
other physical properties.

What characterises “comics” as a medium? Eisner (1985) described it as a sequential art — 
“the arrangement of pictures or images and words to narrate a story or dramatize an idea”. 
McCloud (1993) de�ned comics as “juxtaposed pictorial and other images in deliberate 
sequence, intended to convey information and/or to produce an aesthetic response in the 
viewer”. In an online review of Groensteen’s The System of Comics, Neil Cohn (2008) remarks, 
“he identi�es ‘comics as a language,’ a ‘system’ that arises out of the ‘combination of a … 
collection of codes,’ most strongly motivated by ‘iconic solidarity’”. In spite of the ongoing 
debate on the de�nition of comics, the core feature — the “sequentiality of images” — is 
discussed in all the publications referred in this paragraph.

The word “comics” is, in common knowledge, mainly referring to printed comics. With the 
development of print technology from the 19th century, sequential panels started to be 
printed in newspapers, magazines and books (McCloud, 1993; Duncan, 2015). From 1980 
onwards, when the personal computer and the Internet started to become popular, exam-
ples of pioneers in digital comics can be found (Garrity, 2011). It is still debated whether the 
ancient cave paintings, Egyptian hieroglyphs, Trajan’s Column, Greek paintings and Japa-
nese scrolls can all be considered as comics (McCloud, 1993). But it is clear that the history 
of comics is strongly connected to the development of the technologies that support their 
creation, presentation, and distribution.

2 A Song of Ice and Fire is a series of fantasy novels by the American novelist and screenwriter 
George R. R. Martin, the �rst of which is A Game of Thrones.
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2.1.2 Creation of comics: Narrative vs author’s interpretation

For a reader, comics might be a printed book or a �le that occupies a few megabytes of 
storage on an electronic device with a screen. However, to the authors, comics are the 
result of a creation process that takes a tremendous e�ort.

To communicate a narrative, the author has to carefully consider how to convey it. The 
same narrative is not equal to the presented panels. In other words, it depends on indi-
vidual authors how a narrative is interpreted into comics. This interpretation is a personal 
process from the conceptual ideas in the author’s mind into visible concrete comics. One 
example that illustrates this was an online event of creating comics hosted by a com-
ics author, Hotta, called the Hajiman Challenge (Hotta, 2013). The rule was that Hotta 
provides a piece of narrative written in text, then participants can create short comics 
accordingly. The collected comics vary among all the di�erent participants. Although all 
the created comics were based on the same initial narrative, di�erent participants creat-
ed di�erent numbers of panels, di�erent combinations of panels, and di�erent images to 
show within the panels.

This dissertation will address this process as the author’s interpretation. The author’s 
interpretation is an overall arrangement of the message the author wants to convey 
with comics. The interpretation is richer than the narrative only. It contains the author’s 
personal choice of how to convey the narrative, such as the choice of the moments in 
the narrative, the order of the moments, the drawing style, the camera angle, even the 
personal preferences for certain characters or actions.

Several authors and researchers developed theories about creating comics (Eisner, 
1985; Groensteen, 2009; McCloud, 1993; Natsume, 1997; Tezuka, 1996). These theories 
are mainly about storytelling methods and drawing techniques. McCloud introduced 
The Six Steps and The Five Choices which can cover the di�erent stages in the comic 
creation process. The Six Steps include: idea/purpose, form, idiom, structure, craft, and 
surface (McCloud, 1993). For example, the author can start with an idea of telling a story 
to praise courage (idea/purpose). The author chooses the form of telling the idea with a 
sequence of panels (form). Then an adventure type of story is decided (idiom). The narra-
tive structure can be considered as three stages: the hero was living a normal life; danger 
forced the hero to go to the adventure; the hero concurred the danger and gained a 
happy life (structure). The author chooses to craft the story with a realistic drawing style, 
black and white with limited screen tone, and arrange the layout of panels (craft). And 
the surface is about the production values and appearance. McCloud claimed that the 
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process doesn’t have to follow a linear order, or include all the steps. The Five Choices re-
fer to: choices of moment, frame, image, word, and �ow (McCloud, 2006). The “choice of 
moment” is related to the narrative structure. The “choice of frame” is about choosing the 
right distance and angle to view the moments. The “choice of image” is about rendering 
the characters, objects, and environments in those frames clearly. The “choice of word” 
is about picking words that add valuable information and work well with the images 
around them. The “choice of �ow” is about guiding readers through and between panels 
on a page or screen. McCloud further elaborated that creation doesn’t have to follow a 
predetermined order. The comics can also begin with an interesting sentence or a single 
image. Most comics artists juggle all �ve choices as needed.

The author’s interpretation exists in every step and choice, but not all of the steps and 
choices can be directly seen by the reader when reading comics. The creation of comics 
contains two parts: the author’s interpretation that can be visualised through comics, 
and the author’s interpretation behind the visualised comics (such as a deliberately 
blank moment in the narrative between two panels). Therefore, panels in comics can rep-
resent narrative, but the visualisation of panels on certain carriers also contains addition-
al information from the author’s interpretation (such as the author’s choice of �ow). The 
following two sections will further introduce two keywords — “panels” and “carrier”.

2.2 Panels in comics

This section will continue investigating the format of comics as a medium, most of all, 
the panels as the building blocks of comics (Section 2.2.1), and the visual elements of 
panels (Section 2.2.2).

2.2.1 Panels as the building blocks of comics

Duncan et al. (2015) de�ned panel in comics as “a discernible area that contains a 
moment of story”. This de�nition touches another controversial topic in comic studies: 
time. Most scholars, such as Eisner, McCloud and Natsume, indicated that a panel should 
represent a speci�c moment of the story (Eisner, 1985; McCloud, 1993; Natsume, 1997). 
Cohn challenged this point of view by bringing up many exceptions. For example, there 
are situations where the narrative is not strongly driven by time or where the starting 
point, duration, and ending point cannot be clearly contained inside one panel (Cohn, 
2010). Therefore, whether a panel should always represent time in a story remains a 
question.
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As to the role of panels in comics, and the relation among panels, there exist the follow-
ing opinions:

 » McCloud describes six types of panel-to-panel transitions (moment-to-moment, 
action-to-action, subject-to-subject, scene-to-scene, aspect-to-aspect, and non sequitur) 
(McCloud, 1993).

 » Natsume (Natsume, 1997) summarises three core functions of panels: separating time 
to provide the reading order, creating a psychological feeling of compression, and using 
the spatial expression to support the meaning of the drawings by providing boundaries. 
Beyond these three main functions, Natsume also introduces many unique spatial ar-
rangements of panels. For example, in Shojo manga, panels sometimes are deliberately 
arranged in an unclear reading order to express uncertainty such as during a dream or a 
memory. Another example is that panels can overlap to indicate a certain connection in 
the narrative.

 » Groensteen introduces “six important functions of the frame, which I call the function 
of closure, the separative function, the rhythmic function, the structural function, the 
expressive function, and the readerly function” (Groensteen, 2009). Groensteen uses the 
word “frame” to distinguish from the “contents of the panel” (Groensteen, 2009). Moreo-
ver, Groensteen introduces a study entitled Les aventures de la page (translates as “The 
adventures of the page”) from Benoît Peeters, which doesn’t have an English translated 
version. ”In this text, Peeters distinguished four conceptions of the page, respectively, 
designated as conventional (where the panels are ‘of a strictly constant format’), deco-
rative (where ‘the aesthetic organisation prizes every other consideration’), rhetorical 
(where ‘the dimensions of the panel submit to the action that is described’) and, �nally, 
productive (where ‘it is the organisation of the page that appears to dictate the story’)” 
(Groensteen, 2009).

 » Cohn (2013b) made a connection between panels and the narrative structure by 
claiming that individual panels can be classi�ed based on the roles they have in the arc 
of narrative (such as peaks, initials, releases, establishers, prolongations, and orienteers). 
Furthermore, Cohn addressed the spatial relation of panels as the external composi-
tional structure of panels (ECS), which includes: grid, blockage, separation, overlap, and 
staggering (Figure 2.1). Cohn and his colleagues have done multiple studies to investi-
gate the external compositional structure (panel composition within one page) based 
on Western comics and concluded that the “navigation of comic pages follows strategies 
that extend beyond the Z-path used to read the written text and common Gestalt group-
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ings like proximity. ‘Assemblage’ constraints and preference rules comprise a system for 
navigating an ECS, that work toward the building of hierarchic constituent structures”.

Figure 2.1: ECS of panels from Cohn (2013b).

As discussed in Section 2.1.2, this dissertation distinguishes between the narrative and 
the author’s interpretation. The panels contain more information from the author’s inter-
pretation than from the narrative and the author’s storytelling interpretation will transfer 
into panels. Based on these considerations, in this dissertation, the term panel will refer 
to a discernible area that contains a piece of the author’s storytelling interpretation.

This dissertation mainly adopts Cohn’s understanding of panels, that panels have roles 
in the narrative structure of comics, while the spatial layout of the panels contains also 
the author’s interpretation for storytelling. Panels are the building blocks of comics; 
every single panel carries a piece of the author’s interpretation of the story to tell3.  If the 
author’s interpretation can be expressed with a single panel, then it’s not comics, it’s a 
comic drawing. The reason that this term is in the plural form is because there should 
be more than one panel, since one panel is normally not enough for conveying a whole 
story. This leads to the following questions: What content should be put in one panel? 
What should be put in another panel? What is the relation among panels?

2.2.2 Visual elements of panels

The previous section de�ned the term panel as a discernible area that contains a piece 
of the author’s storytelling interpretation. Each panel occupies a visual space, and within 
one panel many visual elements can be applied by the author.

There is an extensive number of studies that investigate which visual elements can be 
included in a panel (Cohn, 2013b; Duncan et al., 2015; Eisner, 1985; Groensteen, 2009; 
McCloud, 1993, 2006; Natsume, 1997; Tezuka, 1996). Based on these studies, eight cate-
gories of visual elements can be put into a panel were summarised.

3 In addition, the gap between two panels represents the author’s interpretation of “not tell”. This 
is the “invisible art of comics” as McCloud (1993) described. The topic of panels and gaps will be 
further discussed in the following chapters
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1. Environment (such as a room, a forest, sea, etc.)

2. Character (such as a human, a dog, a talking robot, etc.).

3. Object (such as an apple, a clock, a sword, etc.).

4. Symbol (such as impact stars, motion lines, thinking bubbles, etc.).

5. Text (such as the character’s dialogue, narration, sound e�ect, etc.).

6. Frame (such as di�erent size, shape, and border style of the panel).

7. Camera angle (such as looking down, looking up, zooming in, zooming out, etc.).

8. Drawing style (such as black and white, certain colour combination, abstract or concrete, etc.)

Figure 2.2: The eight elements that construct a panel.

Understanding better how panels are made could clarify the underlying principles of 
making comics. Besides that, this understanding could help to distinguish in more detail 
the di�erences between comics and other storytelling media. It is worthwhile to notice 
that a panel is an arrangement of the above elements. This means, in printed comics, 
once the panel is printed on paper, the arrangement cannot be changed anymore. How-
ever, within one panel the relation of the elements doesn’t need to be �xed. In a digital 
environment, the relation between the elements could be more �exible and change 
dynamically. Since panels exist on a two-dimensional plane, they can have all geometric 
shapes: rectangles, triangles, circular shapes, or other irregular shapes. Besides the pan-
els themselves, the spatial relation among panels is based on several parameters. This 
will be further discussed in the following sections.
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2.3 Placing panels within carriers

The previous sections introduced comics as a storytelling medium which is constructed 
by panels as its main building blocks. The next logical question to ask is: Where to place 
these panels? We normally see the panels as a part of a page in a printed book, since this 
is traditionally the physical carrier of the panels. But this preconceived idea was formed 
based on the tools that were available when the authors created the page-based panels: 
pen, ink, and paper. With the introduction of d-Comics, tools and carriers are changing. 
Tools such as a stylus, touch-screens and advanced software enable new ways to place 
the panels.

Wilde (2015) raised the question whether comics that appear on di�erent carriers 
(printed comics and digital comics) should still be considered as the same medium, since 
the features of the carriers are distinctive. This dissertation, as discussed in the previous 
sections, holds the point of view of comics as an abstract medium that can be placed on 
di�erent carriers. In other words, panels are not naturally printed on paper or displayed 
on a screen; there is a state of the panels before they are placed onto the carriers. Once 
the panels can be separated from their carriers, it can be investigated how di�erent carri-
ers with di�erent features will in�uence the presentation of the panel.

As introduced in Section 2.1.1, the history of comics is strongly connected with the 
development of the technology. Therefore the history can be considered as a history of 
panels immigrating from carrier to carrier. As discussed in the background section, the 
current panel immigration happens between the printed paper book and the digital 
environment (illustrated in Figure 2.3).

As shown in the �gure, when an author is arranging the same number of panels, the 
result can be di�erent depending on the qualities of the speci�c carrier. The di�erent 
material and technological properties will be discussed, respectively, in Section 2.3.1 and 
Section 2.3.2.

2.3.1 Printed paper books

According to McCloud’s (2000) explanation, printed comics also evolved over many stag-
es of development. In early printed comics, the length of a page was limited. Therefore, 
a problem emerged: the full panel sequence couldn’t �t on one page, and therefore the 
sequence had to be broken to �t the page. Then a second problem emerged: how to 
navigate between the di�erent panels? 
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Figure 2.3: Separating panels from the carriers.

When the panel sequence was positioned over a linear line, it was clear for the reader 
to follow a direction. Once the starting panel is de�ned, the reader can simply continue 
with the panel next to the starting panel which hasn’t been read yet. When following this 
logic, a reading direction can be de�ned. However, if this linear line is broken, it could 
result in confusion for the reader. From one panel which has been read, there could be 
more than one panel to be the next one to read. In conclusion, the reader cannot �gure 
out the reading order solely based on the spatial relation. One solution could be to add 
numbers to the panels to indicate the reading order. Later in the development of printed 
comics — as the popularity of comics creation and comics reading increased — authors 
gradually learned how to better guide the reader’s attention. Finally, a common under-
standing of how to read page-based printed comics has been established: from top 
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left to bottom right in comics, and from top right to bottom left while in manga (Cohn, 
2013a). Figure 2.4 illustrates one example of placing a panel sequence of comics on mul-
tiple pages and indicates the reading route for the reader.

Figure 2.4: Example of placing a panel sequence on multiple pages with a reading route.

Comics authors normally use paper to make comics. For example, using professional 
paper which has good properties to make high-quality scans to reproduce the com-
ics. But it is also common that the author uses notebooks for designing the layout and 
transcribes it into detailed drawings on ordinary printing paper. A comics author who 
creates for a paper-based carrier has already settled which panels are on which page and 
the layout of the panels on each page before printing. This work�ow is di�erent from a 
novel author. A novel author considers the chapters, paragraphs, sentences, and pauses, 
but normally doesn’t have to consider to �x a certain amount of text on one page, unless 
there are typographic designs such as a riddle. A novel written with text can be printed 
on a thin book with large pages, but can also be printed on a thick pocketbook with 
small pages. However, changing the size of the paper for printing is a disaster for the 
presentation of comics and the reading experience of the reader — because the page 
and layout are part of the author’s interpretation which cannot be separated �exibly. 
Meanwhile, simply squeezing a large comics page into a small page, or expanding a 
small comics page onto a large page, will change the clarity of the image and can cause 
di�culties in reading.

2.3.2 Digital environment in electronic devices

Once a panel is printed on a particular area of a page, the location will last until the 
paper of the printed comics is gone. Throughout its whole lifetime, the panel can no 
longer change position, nor have a di�erent appearance. On electrical devices there are 
no pages: all the panels in the digital environment have to share one single screen space. 

A reading route of the panel sequence
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Panels are stored in the digital memory or storage, waiting for the processor to compute 
the pixels to be illuminated on the screen. Once new panels have to be displayed, the 
previous panels occupying the screen space will be cleared. Although the panels are 
not always displayed on the screen, they are always stored. All the parameters to de�ne 
the relations among panels, which used to be �xed in printed comic books, become 
�exible in the digital environment. Since the panels are not limited to the physical paper 
anymore, they can be invoked anytime, the shape and order can change, and di�erent 
feedback can be provided to the reader.

Figure 2.5: Placing panels in a digital environment.

In the digital environment panels don’t have to be placed on physical paper, and 
therefore the laws of physics don’t necessarily have to apply to them. Compared to the 
two-dimensional plane that paper can o�er, the digital environment can display panels 
with any angle in a virtual three-dimensional space.4 For example, the illustration below 
(Figure 2.5) demonstrates a scenario that can happen with d-Comics. The location of 
panels can be three-dimensional. The reader can �nd these panels with the electronic 
device by following a navigation designed in the d-Comics.

4 According to the review from Welchman (2016), human vision is three-dimensional. Although 
we can imagine and calculate higher dimensions, we can only see three dimensions. Therefore, the 
visualisation of the digital environment where the panels can be displayed is 3D.
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Moreover, the location of the panels in the digital environment doesn’t have to be �xed 
because the panels can dynamically move. Instead of our eyes moving between the 
panels, the panels will deliver themselves based on our command. Goodbrey called this 
concept panel delivery, and the application of this can be found in many explorations 
of d-Comics such as PoCom-UK-001 (Goodbrey, 2003), A Duck Has An Adventure (Good-
brey, 2012), and Meanwhile (Shiga, 2014). In these three applications, the command 
that a reader has to conduct to trigger the panel delivery is all designed as “clicking the 
next panel”. To be more speci�c, the reader can use the mouse (or a �nger if it’s a tablet 
application) to click a panel that is on the side of the screen, then leading by that panel, 
the following panels will move to the centre of the screen, while the previous panels will 
move out to the other side of the screen. This type of input-output mechanism on the 
screen of electronic devices is considered in the discipline of interaction design. Beside 
“click”, there are many other input methods such as “drag to scroll” and “pinch” that can 
be applied in designing the interaction of panel delivery. Figure 2.6 illustrates several 
input gestures for a touch-screen electronic device based on the descriptions of Cooper 
et al. (2014). The input of a reader for this carrier can include tap, drag, swipe, pinch, etc. 
Inputs such as swipe can have di�erent �nger movement directions. The same input with 
di�erent moving directions can be mapped with di�erent visual displays. For example, in 
a digital map application, pinch in means zoom in, while pinch out means zoom out.

Figure 2.6: Multi-touch gestures for touch-screen devices.
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As shown in Figure 2.3, there are di�erent electronic devices that can access and display 
the panel sequence stored in the digital environment. These electronic devices have 
di�erent screen sizes and di�erent form factors, which means that it depends on the spe-
ci�c electronic devices how many panels can be displayed at a time. And when �nished 
reading the panels, the reader (user) has to interact with the electronic device to move 
through the panel sequence. The interaction can also vary based on the capabilities of 
each speci�c electronic device.

In general, the digital environment can provide several opportunities for placing and dis-
playing panels: a visualised three-dimensional virtual space, a not �xed display location, 
and di�erent interactivity for panel delivery.

2.4 Segmentation of panels caused by carrier

Digitalising a novel (a text sequence) is easier compared to digitalising a printed comic 
book. Written languages — such as English — unfold through time and can, therefore, 
be considered as linear. Thus, although there are many di�erent screen sizes on which 
the number of characters that can be displayed on one line di�ers, this doesn’t cause 
problems to understand the text. Possibilities such as adjustable fonts, di�erent font 
sizes, and horizontal or vertical display are advantages of e-books compared to printed 
paper books. However, when it comes to comics, things become quite challenging.

The previous section introduced the two di�erent carriers for placing a panel sequence. 
Printed comics are created on paper. The page size, and the size and location of a panel 
on that page are all �xed. The segmentation of a panel sequence is based on page. To 
be able to continue reading the panels, a reader has to �ip pages. However, the physical 
pages don’t exist on electronic devices. The panels are stored digitally and displayed on 
the screen of an electronic device. Di�erent electronic devices have di�erent screen siz-
es, and therefore the displayed size of a panel and the location of a panel on the screen 
can change. The interaction required for the reader to continue reading can vary from 
di�erent electronic devices, and is based on speci�c interaction design.

This section further explores the following questions. Based on what can a panel 
sequence be segmented in printed comics? Which levels of segmentation are there in 
printed comics because of the page? What is the essence of page-based panel sequence 
segmentation? How to design segmentations in d-Comics?
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2.4.1 The “page-turner” in print comics

According to the existing printed comic books, di�erent scales to discuss the relation 
among panels were observed. Di�erent scales will cause di�erent panel grouping and 
segmentation. Therefore, a �gure is created as an example to clarify the di�erent scales 
(Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7: Segmentation levels in printed paper books.

Figure 2.7 demonstrates the relation between narrative events, panel, page, spread and 
book volume in printed comics. An event can be visualised with multiple panels (E1 and 
p1-p18), or a single panel (E2 and p19). Multiple events can be captured with one panel 
(E3, E4, and p20). Similarly, the number of panels that a page can contain is not a �xed 
number. Two pages next to each other when the volume is opened constitute a spread. 
Panels in the same spread can be seen, while panels on other spreads are covered and 
therefore cannot be seen at the same time. Finally, a printed book volume is created with 
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multiple spreads. Thus, in the example in Figure 2.8, a comic story can be divided into 
four events, twenty panels, eight pages, four spreads, and two volumes. In print comic 
books, the most frequent panel sequence segmentation happens due to the existence of 
the page. A spread is the second segmentation unit. Then the last segmentation unit is 
the volume.

When a panel sequence has been segmented and arranged into di�erent pages, the 
relation among panels is no longer only a linear relation. Because of the existence of the 
printed comic book, the segmentations of panels can be considered on the following 
levels:

1. The segmentation within one page (one side of a physical page).  
This is known as the “panel layout”, or the external compositional structure of panels 
(ECS) in Cohn’s (2013b) words. As Groensteen (2009) and Natsume (1997) suggested, 
the spatial arrangement added rich complexity to the panel relation. This level of 
segmentation is about how panels that belong to one page divide the space of that 
page. According to Pederson and Cohn (2016), the design of the layout within the 
page evolves through time.

2. The segmentation within a double-page spread.  
A spread is the maximum area one panel can have. Also, the segmentation of two 
pages in one spread can be connected by a panel. This type of panel is the largest 
panel of the whole book. Compared to other panels, this type of panel normally 
requires a longer duration to read. It is usually made to show a large-scale scene, an 
important moment, or both.

3. The segmentation of the physical pages in a volume.  
In printed comic books, one physical page has two sides, and each side is considered 
as one page. When one side is visible, the other side on its reverse is invisible. The 
previous two segmentations happen in a two-dimensional plane, while this segmen-
tation occurs in the third dimension. The thickness of the printed book de�nes the 
length of the panel sequence. This segmentation is about letting the reader feel aware 
of the location of panels by visual and tangible cues, such as the page numbers, the 
thickness of the already read and unread pages, and the weight of the pages.
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4. The segmentation of volumes.  
There are panel sequences that cannot be �nished in one book but need multiple 
volumes. A book is a collection of physical pages. Multiple volumes mean that several 
physical page groups are created, and thus also a segmentation of these groups are 
created. This segmentation requires the reader to spend more e�ort than just �ipping 
pages. The reader has to put down one book then �nd and open another one.

The word “page-turner” is used to describe attractive stories in books that can make the 
reader continuously �ip to the next page to follow the story. It is a common technique 
(also known as “cli�hanger”) to segment a panel sequence on di�erent pages for story-
telling purposes to enhance curiosity, suspense, surprise, emphasis, storytelling pace, 
etc. For example, imagine the protagonist of the comic is facing big trouble at the end of 
one spread, and the tension is relieved in the next spread. In this example, the reader will 
generate curiosity and is eager to �ip to the next page. Another example: if the current 
spread is very sad or horrible, the reader probably would want to �ip through as quickly 
as possible so as not to face that spread.

2.4.2 The challenges of placing panels in d-Comics

The existence of pages, as a carrier, is crucial for comics. However, the panel display 
mechanism with the digital environment in electronic devices is di�erent from the print-
ed book — there exists no physical page, and therefore no page-turning interaction. For 
a panel sequence that requires a printed book to carry, it normally cannot be displayed 
with a readable size on the screen of an electronic device at one-time — the segmenta-
tion of the panel sequence can still happen. Three challenges are summarised for placing 
and displaying d-Comics:

Challenge 1: Segmentation of panels caused by di�erent screens 

There are di�erent screen sizes on which panels can be displayed. If a printed comic 
book needs to be digitalised, how should it be displayed on di�erent electronic devices? 
The panels on a printed comic book are �xed. When a page of that printed comic book is 
transferred to a digital environment, there could be two scenarios: the screen is the same 
size as the page, or the screen has a di�erent size to the page. When the screen is bigger 
than the page, what to display? If it displays only one page at a time, then what about 
the rest of the space on the screen? If it can display multiple pages at a time, then what 
should be the spatial location of these pages? Can this arrangement break the suspense 
and surprise that the author meant to create by using the page-�ipping interaction?
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Another situation could occur when the screen is smaller than the page. Many pioneers 
have tried to overcome this challenge by selecting individual panels from printed comic 
books to display on small-screen devices. In the academic arena, researchers have 
studied how to use computer algorithms to distinguish di�erent panels on a page as 
individual units (Li, Wang, Tang, & Gao, 2014; Tanaka, Shoji, Toyama, & Miyamichi, 2007; 
Yamada, Budiarto, Mamoru, & Miyazaki, 2004). In the industry, companies like Amazon 
(Amazon.com Inc, 2011) are working on digitalising printed comic books with both full-
page structure and individual panels. The Guided View (Steinberger & Najmabadi, 2018) 
technology “allows readers to view a comic on a panel-by-panel basis suitable for mobile 
devices in a way that mimics the natural motion of the user’s eye through the comic” (co-
miXology, 2014). Several scholars expressed their concerns regarding breaking the page 
layout and display comics panel by panel. Groensteen (2007) claimed that the spatial 
relation provided by the page is a system, and any change of spatial arrangement may 
jeopardise the narrative and could limit the author’s expression. Goodbrey (2013) argued 
that the guided view is “limiting the reader’s control” during reading. A recent study 
shows that, although the paper book was similar to its digital equivalent, the digital 
disrupted view (display one panel at a time) is less good in terms of reading comprehen-
sion, feelings of fatigue, and psychological immersion (Hou, Rashid, & Lee, 2017).

To sum up, this challenge is caused by the display method of the digital environment in 
electronic devices. To overcome this challenge, it is necessary to examine the relation 
among the panels in the digital environment: Where in a panel sequence should it be 
segmented? How to display the panel groups on a screen after being segmented?

Challenge 2: Segmentation of panels caused by reader 

When McCloud was envisioning digital comics, he introduced a concept called the 
“in�nite canvas” (McCloud, 2000). In this concept, the monitor (screen) — which often 
acts as a page — may also act as a window. Therefore, through this window, the reader 
can access the digital environment as an in�nite canvas. As addressed in Section 2.3.2, 
the digital environment can provide a three-dimensional virtual space visually, and the 
display location of a panel does not have to be �xed. A panel sequence displayed on 
the “in�nite canvas” doesn’t need to be broken, as in physical paper. Therefore, a panel 
sequence also doesn’t need to be segmented into groups to �t on the di�erent pages. 
Instead, the panel sequence could be displayed at any location on the screen. There are 
many examples (especially Korean webtoons) which use a panel stream to allow readers 
to read comics on small-screen devices.
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When a panel sequence is displayed on an in�nite canvas, the reader can stay at a loca-
tion on the canvas freely. However, the visible area of the screen is limited. Therefore, the 
screen will create a segmentation of the canvas caused by reading.

Figure 2.8 illustrates one example of the segmentation during reading a panel sequence 
placed on the in�nite canvas. The screen area can display two full panels at a time. 
Ideally, the segmentation should be like situation A and B. However, if the reader has the 
freedom to scroll through the canvas, situation C and D could happen.

Figure 2.8: One example of reader segmentation.

Would this segmentation generated by the reader during reading jeopardise the 
author’s storytelling intention? Can the reader still be able to recognise segmentations 
under this circumstance? Should there be any design to enhance the intended segmen-
tations?

Challenge 3: Moving through segmentation 

As discussed previously, the existence of pages requires the reader to �ip to the next 
page to continue reading. In other words, it is the one and only input that the reader has 
to provide to move through segmented panels. This is de�ned by the physical qualities 
of the pages. The locations of the panels are bonded to the pages.

However, the locations of panels are no longer constrained by pages in d-Comics. The 
visible space that a screen can provide is three-dimensional. Figure 2.9 illustrates three 
situations that can happen when placing a panel sequence in a three-dimensional virtu-
al space.
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Figure 2.9: Three examples of placing panels in a 3D virtual space.

The panel sequence with Panels 1 to 4 is placed on “Plane yz1”. This is a regular usage of 
a screen for displaying panels. However, in the example with Panels a to c, the panels are 
placed across “Plane yz1” to “Plane yz2”. When the reader is reading Panel a, the other two 
panels, Panel b and Panel c, are not necessarily invisible. It depends on the angle of the 
screen with this spatial arrangement. In the example with Panels α to γ, the panels are 
placed on Plane yz1 and Plane xz which are perpendicular to each other.

Panels are two-dimensional images that can be placed on a two-dimensional plane. 
Every spread of a printed book is a plane. One plane may cover the other planes phys-
ically. Moving through segmented panels on di�erent spreads in printed comics sim-
ply means �ipping the pages. But how to move through panels that are placed in a 
three-dimensional virtual space? Depending on how the panels are located, there can 
be di�erent movements and navigations. In the Panels a to c example, the reader can 
hold the electronic device to move a distance in real physical space to �nd the panels. 
In the Panels α to γ example, the virtual space can rotate itself to bring the panels onto a 
di�erent plane.
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There exist many interaction options for readers with d-Comics on many di�erent dis-
plays. How to design the interaction that allows readers to move through panel segmen-
tations? How can the interaction design support the storytelling purpose? How to let the 
readers know how and where the panels are located (to design the navigation among 
panels)?

2.5 Research questions

The challenges that emerge when designing the segmentation of panel sequences in 
d-Comics revealed the in�uence of the carrier on the panels. This leads to the neces-
sity to examine the relations among panels in the digital environment: Is there a unit 
in d-Comics similar to the page? What method can be used with the new carrier to 
express this unit? The previous review of how a panel sequence is segmented in printed 
paper books leads to an assumption that a panel sequence can be segmented in d-Com-
ics as well. From this hypothesis, two research questions are formed:

Question 1: How is a panel sequence segmented in d-Comics? 

The virtual space in the digital environment is unlimited. If a panel sequence in d-Comics 
can be displayed on an in�nite virtual space, how can it be segmented? Is there a general 
pattern recognised by the readers for segmenting a panel sequence?

Question 2: What could be the strategies of the segmenta-
tion in d-Comics when designing panel sequence segmenta-
tions? 

Based on the results collected from the �rst question, the cause of the decision of seg-
mentation can be further explored. Is there any essential reason for panel segmentation 
that can be shared both by printed comics and d-Comics? Are there unique strategies 
that can only be applied to d-Comics? How can the strategies provide input for design-
ing d-Comics?
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The previous chapters have established the research purpose and questions. This chap-
ter aims to answer the �rst research question: How is a panel sequence segmented in 
d-Comics? As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the most important attribute of the panels is 
the sequentiality. The spatial relation generated by the carrier (i.e. printed paper books 
or digital environment in electronic devices) comes afterward. Thus, to investigate the 
relations among panels in d-Comics, the in�uence of the page should be removed — or 
at least limited — so that the basic sequentiality can be investigated.

The segmentation of a panel sequence has another aspect: the panels between two seg-
mentation lines (the location where a panel sequence is segmented). This dissertation 
will address these panels as a panel group. In other words, the research question can be 
rephrased as “How can panels in a panel sequence be grouped in d-Comics?”

An empirical study has been conducted (Experiment 1). The material used for the experi-
ment is derived from webcomics, instead of page-based printed comic books. In general, 
webcomics are based on vertical panel sequences. Moreover, there is no segmentation 
caused by physical page change because it is made for a digital carrier. For this experi-
ment, the panels of one comic story were placed in a horizontal linear sequence on one 
web canvas. Participants can scroll the web canvas to read the comic story. Between 
every two panels, there is a button designed to indicated a segmentation. Participants 
were asked to segment the panel sequence based on their understanding of the comics.

3.1 Introduction

There are two parties involved when discussing the segmentation of a panel sequence: 
the author and the reader. Which party to choose for the research on the segmentation 
of panels?

In printed comic books, as explained in Section 2.3.1, the segmentation of panels is em-
bodied in the physical pages. In other words, when reading a printed book, the reader 
is reading a panel sequence which has already been segmented. As described in the 
Hajiman Challenge (Hotta, 2013) (Section 2.1.2), it is the author’s freedom to create a dif-
ferent number of panels based on a narrative. If multiple comics authors are conducting 
research about panel sequence segmentation, they may generate a di�erent number of 
panels. In this case, the research focus is about the creation of panels.
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The segmentation of a panel sequence should be discussed based on a speci�c and 
stable panel sequence. This means that the action of identifying segmentation should 
happen after the panel sequence is made. At this stage, it is about collecting the under-
standing of the readers about segmentation. There are three bene�ts of this approach: 1, 
the result can describe a general pattern about understanding panel sequence seg-
mentations; 2, the result can be further investigated to deeply understand the in�uence 
factors that play a role for the understanding of the panel sequence segmentation; and 
3, the result can help the author to design segmentations which �t the understanding of 
the majority of the readers.

3.1.1 Materials

For the experiment, four comic stories were chosen from the webcomics Zen Pencils 
(Than, 2012a, 2013a, 2013b, 2014a), shown in Figure 3.1. The comics were altered for the 
purpose of the experiment — with the kind permission of the author — to explore how 
a panel sequence could be segmented. The segmented panels and gaps of the four sto-
ries for this experiment can be found in Appendix I. There are three reasons for choosing 
speci�cally these comic stories as the study material.

Figure 3.1: Four short comics from Zen Pencils.

Firstly, because both the creation and the display are screen-based, this limits the in-
�uence of the physical pages. Zen Pencils is an online comic website regularly posting 
short comic stories. According to an interview (Than, 2012b), the author creates the 
panels mainly using digital tools, such as a Wacom tablet and Adobe Photoshop editing 
software. The comics he creates normally occupy a long vertical space, much longer 
than a single physical page. The reader has to scroll down on the screen to read: see, for 
example, Figure 3.2. There is no page to divide the panel sequence. As we have discussed 
in Chapter 2, this use of the digital environment is meant for on-screen reading.
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Figure 3.2: The original panel layout of The Lucky Ones (Than, 2012a).

The second reason for choosing these comic stories is the variety they can contain. All 
the panel creation elements as discussed in Section 2.2.2 (such as character, text, envi-
ronment, colour) can be found in these comic stories. Additionally, the narratives contain 
di�erent types of plot twists. By exploring comic stories with di�erent narratives and 
panel creation elements, more insights could be gained from the experiment.

The Lucky Ones (Than, 2012a) contains a narrative about a profound life re�ection, where 
the moments captured in the panels move backward in time: from the old gentleman 
visiting his wife’s grave to the moment they met. In Spite of Everything (Than, 2013a) 
starts with a grown-up man who found his childhood drawing tools. Then a �ashback 
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shows his painful childhood experience of being discouraged from drawing. Finally, the 
narrative is going back to the moment when the man is holding the drawing tools and 
starts drawing. Because It’s There (Than, 2014a) tells a story of a mountaineer who con-
quers many di�culties and �nally achieves his goal of being on top of the mountain. The 
story uses a parallel storyline about a rich couple and the mountaineer, to emphasise the 
narrator’s opinion: to appreciate the mountaineer’s spirit and to despise the lifestyle of 
the rich couple. Ithaka (Than, 2013b) is a rather long story of a man who receives a map 
from his father and starts his journey towards Ithaka. He defeats a monster, experiences 
di�erent cultures, meets the love of his life and �nally arrives at Ithaka. When he is reach-
ing the end of his life, he passes to his daughter a new map indicating the original place 
he came from, and the new adventure of the daughter seems to start, just like her father.

The Lucky Ones has an unclear segmentation, especially related to the story time and the 
text, since these are the memoirs from the character. The reading direction is moving 
forward, and the images unfold together with the reading direction. However, the de-
picted story is moving backward. In Spite of Everything has a story time �ashback in the 
narrative, which is supported by the graphical expressions. The �ashback parts have less 
colour compared to the present parts, and the appearance of the protagonist changes 
from an adult to a child in the �ashback parts. A minimum segmentation between the 
present and past in the story is expected to be observed. The narrative can show the 
perspectives of multiple characters. Because It’s There uses two groups of characters (the 
mountaineer and the wealthy couple) to enhance the narration contrast by using similar 
actions such as eating meat with a fork and climbing the mountain by using a pickaxe on 
the rocks. This graphical similarity of panel transition can be considered as the usage of 
meanwhile in the English language, however, without any explicit time indication (place 
texts that indicate the exact time in a narrative) within each panel, the comparison on 
story time cannot be considered as a precise time. Ithaka starts and ends with the similar 
scenarios of the older generation who pass the map to the younger generation. The 
same usage can be found in many stories such as The NeverEnding Story (Ende & Doyle, 
1983), One Hundred Years of Solitude (Márquez, 2014) and The Circular Ruins (Borges, 
1984). In all these stories the starting narrative pattern is repeated in the end — almost 
like a loop in time. However, it is just that the patterns are similar. Therefore, to observe 
how similar narrative and images appear at the beginning and end of a comic strip are 
perceived, this story is selected.
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The third reason for choosing these comic stories is that the length of the comic stories 
is suitable for an online experiment. The Lucky Ones contains nine panels. In Spite of 
Everything contains eighteen panels, Because It’s There contains thirty-�ve panels, and 
Ithaka contains �fty-nine panels. These stories don’t take a long time to read, but are very 
complete. The total reading time is estimated to be 10 minutes.

3.1.2 Procedure

Before the experiment was conducted a pilot study was executed with �ve participants, 
with the goal to improve the phrasing of the questions and the �ow of the experiment. 
After the improvements were implemented, an advertisement to recruit participants 
was posted in groups related to comics on various social network platforms, including 
Facebook, LinkedIn and Reddit. The author of the original webcomics also retweeted the 
post. The post contained general information including the purpose, the requirements, 
risks and estimated duration of the experiment. After a potential participant read the 
information and agreed to participate voluntarily, the link for the experiment could be 
accessed on the device of the participant.

Figure 3.3: The introduction interfaces of the online experiment.
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A visual introduction appeared after the participant clicked the link (Figure 3.3). The in-
troduction explained the goal and interaction of the experiment. After the introduction, 
one of the four comic stories was presented to the participant. The selection of which 
comics to show was randomised automatically. The stories were given integer numbers. 
The system calculated the balance of the total number that each story number was 
completed by a participant. Then it provided the least submitted story to the next partic-
ipant. Following this method, each comic story was completed by twenty participants.

3.2  Experiment design

3.2.1 Separating panels from the original layout

Originally, the panel layouts of the four comics were arranged in a vertical sequence, 
with some variations. For example, in Figure 3.4, the third panel is not below the second 
panel, but juxtaposed on the right side of the second panel. This means that the original 
comics require the reader to follow a zigzag reading path from panel to panel. However, 
if this layout remains in the experiment, it won’t be clear for the participant where to 
indicate the potential segmentations. For example, in Figure 3.2, if the segmentation 
line is drawn under panel one, it might not be clear to understand where this segmen-
tation refers to since the next area is two juxtaposed panels (Panels 2 and 3). A common 
understanding could be that this is a segmentation between Panels 1 and 2. However, it 
could also indicate a segmentation between Panels 1 and 3. To avoid unclear situations 
as mentioned above, the spatial layout of panels has �rst to be simpli�ed. The panels in 
this experiment should be arranged linearly, to limit the in�uence of page structure and 
to enable the participants to provide a clear indication of the segmentations.

Figure 3.4: The �rst three panels of The Lucky Ones.
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A horizontal layout for the panel sequence is chosen for two main reasons. Firstly, it is 
because of the shape of panels. To examine the segmentation of the panel sequence, 
other in�uence factors such as the size of the panels should be limited. Therefore, the 
panel size should be as consistent as possible. Most of the panels in the comic stories are 
shaped as rectangles, with a longer width than height. Therefore the panels will retain 
their original quality when all the heights are resized to have an equal height (while the 
width also changes proportionally). Then, the panels with equal heights and di�erent 
widths can be aligned horizontally. The second reason for choosing a horizontal layout is 
to keep the participants’ reading �ow as linear as possible. To achieve this it is important 
to limit the in�uence of other factors on the segmentation of the panel sequence. For 
example, the texts in the comic stories are in English, which should be read from left to 
right. Placing panels horizontally meets this general reading �ow.

3.2.2 A panel group with one panel

Once a linear panel sequence has been segmented, panel groups will automatically 
appear between two segmentations. A panel group is a unit. In a printed comic book, a 
page will cause a segmentation in the panel sequence, which results in a group of the 
panels placed on one page. A double-page spread or a volume can all be considered as 
a panel group, with smaller panel groups inside. Then what would be the smallest unit of 
a panel group? The extreme situation could be a single panel that is isolated because it is 
placed between two segmentation lines. This situation might already exist – for example, 
in printed comic books where sometimes a page or even a spread only contains one 
panel.

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, the relation among panels could be more complicated 
than just a linear transition. There could be a panel (or a panel group) that contains 
a combination of some information related to the previous panel group, and some 
information already to build up to the following panel group. Therefore, we suspect that 
there is a structure that a reader can understand from a linear panel sequence. The main 
goal of this experiment is to �nd out whether a panel sequence can be segmented in 
d-Comics. A secondary goal is to discover whether overlapping relations between panels 
occur.
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3.2.3 Panel display and interaction

The panels have been resized to have equal height (320 pixels on the digital device), 
while the height-width proportion was kept the same in the experiment. The visual dis-
tance between each two panels was equally distributed. One panel was added in the be-
ginning to introduce the test procedure, and one panel was added at the end to �nalise 
the test procedure. Between each two panels, there was a crop icon (represented by the 
symbol of a pair of scissors), that participants could click or tap to indicate a segmenta-
tion. When the icon was clicked or tapped once, a blue line would appear to indicate the 
segmentation chosen by the participant. When the icon was clicked or tapped again, the 
placed segmentation would disappear. If the participant created segmentation lines on 
both sides of a single panel, two selection items would appear, for the participant to in-
dicate the reason for identifying a single group panel. There were two reasons that could 
be selected: either the panel belonged to both the previous and next panel groups, or 
the panel could be considered as an independent group. The layout of the panels men-
tioned above can be found in Figure 3.5.

The experiment was developed as a web-based application based on HTML, CSS, and 
JavaScript technologies. The participant could scroll the canvas horizontally, either with 
mouse clicks on a computer or with �nger touches on a touch-screen.

Figure 3.5: : The layout and interface of the online experiment.
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An introduction consisting of six steps was designed to help the participants understand 
the experiment (shown in Figure 3.3). In the introduction, a comics character explained 
the participants’ tasks, such as: how to indicate panel sequence segmentation, how to 
identify if there is a panel group with one panel, and how to complete the experiment. 
This introduction was designed as a visual instruction because it could help understand 
the task. The six steps in the introduction were designed to show one at a time. When 
the participant clicks the continue button, the next one will be shown. The location of 
the introduction text and buttons are programmed to adapt to the screen size dynami-
cally, in order to make sure that the text is readable even on small-screen devices.

3.3 Results

The experiment was published online in November 2015 for two weeks. The result is 
reported below.

3.3.1 General Information

Participants: Participants were recruited in online groups related to comics on social net-
works. The website of the experiment received more than one thousand visits. The exper-
iment received 87 completed responses (�nished reading the instruction, the comic story 
and submitted the questionnaire). Seven responses were excluded from the dataset due 
to: incomplete answers (n=4), system error from the device of the participant (n=1), and 
two responses were emitted (randomly) to balance the number of responses for each story 
(n=2). The remaining dataset in total had 80 participants, including 45 men and 35 women, 
the average age of which was 29.6 years. The experiment was conducted in English, and all 
participants were able to read the comics and answer the questions in English: 25% of the 
participants were native English-speakers, 55% were native speakers of European languag-
es, and 20% had other native languages. Among the participants, 79% were non-religious, 
while 21% held a belief such as Catholic, Christian, Muslim, Islam or Buddhist. Out of 80 
participants, 75 participants had an education level of a Bachelor degree or higher. Since 
the participants were mainly recruited from comics-related interest groups, 88% of the 
participants maintained a limited comics-reading habit. With regard to the experience 
with comics, 25% of the participants were heavy comics readers, 35% read comics regu-
larly, 27.5% read limited comics from social networks and news, 8.75% read comics only in 
their childhood, and 3.75% claimed they didn’t read comics at all. For accessing the exper-
iment, 72.5% of the participants used a computer, while 27.5% used a tablet device or cell 
phone. The range of the screen size was from 980×551 pixels to 2160×1307 pixels.
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Task time: The average time that a participant needed to read all the panels and �nish 
the segmentation tasks was 3.36 minutes (n=80, σ=2.34). The average time of The Lucky 
Ones was 2.84 minutes (n=20, σ=2.75), In Spite of Everything was 2.39 minutes (n=20, 
σ=1.53), The Lucky Ones was 4.04 minutes (n=20, σ=2.10), and Ithaka was 4.14 minutes 
(n=20, σ=2.46). In general, the more panels the story contained, the longer duration was 
required for reading. However, the average time for reading and segmentation tasks 
of In Spite of Everything (20 panels) was less than The Lucky Ones (11 panels). When 
participants were asked to estimate their reading time, 60% of the participants chose the 
option “less than 5 minutes”, 21.25% chose “5 to 10 minutes”, 11.25% chose “in a �ash”, 
2.5% chose “10 to 20 minutes”, 2.5% of the participants chose “more than 20 minutes”, 
and 2.5% chose “not sure”. In Spite of Everything had the most varied range of estima-
tion, while Ithaka had the most coherent reading time estimation.

Enjoyment of reading: In the questionnaire, the participants were asked about their 
reading experience with questions about the enjoyment of reading regarding tradition-
al print medium, the experiment story, and the interaction that was designed for this 
experiment. The enjoyment of the story focuses on the narrative and panels. The enjoy-
ment of the interaction is about reading panels with a linear layout from the web page 
on electronic devices. The participants could use a �ve-point Likert scale to rate their 
response, from Not enjoyable at all (score=1) to Very enjoyable (score=5). The result is 
shown in Table 3.1. In general, the enjoyment of reading d-Comics was less than reading 
printed comics. The enjoyment of the story was relatively higher than the enjoyment of 
the interaction.

Table 3.1: Enjoyment of reading.

The Lucky Ones 
(n=20)

In Spite of 
Everything 
(n=20)

Because It’s 
There (n=20)

Ithaka (n=20)

Enjoyment-Print 3.95 (σ=1.22) 4.25 (σ=0.85) 3.75 (σ=1.33) 4.1 (σ=1.07)

Enjoyment-Con-
tent

3.45 (σ=1.15) 3.95 (σ=0.83) 3.85 (σ=0.75) 4 (σ=1.03)

Enjoyment-Inter-
action

2.9 (σ=1.41) 3.7 (σ=1.30) 3.75 (σ=1.02) 3.5 (σ=1.19)
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3.3.2 The segmentation of panel sequence

Overview of panel sequence segmentation: In general, the more panels a story contained, 
the more panel groups could be perceived (Figure 3.6 a & 3.6 b). Figure 3.6a uses a bar 
chart to visualise the number of panels in each story. Figure 3.6b uses a box plot to 
describe the number of segmented panel groups in each story. The more panels a story 
contains, the more segmentations were identi�ed. The average group number of The 
Lucky Ones is 2.95. The average group number of In Spite of Everything is 4.3. The average 
group number of Because It’s There is 7.85. The average group number of Ithaka is 10.85. 
The decision of panel segmentation deviates more when more panels are involved.

Individual comic story panel sequence segmentation: The following �gures (Figure 3.7, 
Figure 3.8, Figure 3.9, Figure 3.10) re�ect how the participants placed segmentation 
lines between the panels for each story. The panels and gaps mentioned can be found in 
Appendix I.

The word “gap” is commonly used in comic studies to describe the space between two 
panels. The gaps in the linear panel sequence will be indicated by following the order as 
Gap 1, Gap 2, Gap 3 and so on. Any gap has the potential for placing the segmentation. To 
determine whether a gap is considered as a segmentation in the panel sequence by the 
majority of the participants, 50% or more of the participants should have placed a seg-
mentation line in the same gap. As explained in the Experiment Design section (Section 
3.2.3), the �rst and last panels in each story were the introduction and �nal explanation 
of the experiment. Therefore, although the gaps are listed in the results, they cannot be 
considered equally as important as the gaps between the panels which contain the story.

Figure 3.6: (a) The number of panels of each comic story, (b) The mean and deviation of identi�ed 

panel groups of each comic story
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The Lucky Ones: In Figure 3.7, the vertical blue line represents the threshold of 50% of the 
participants (10 out of 20). Gap 10 is the only gap that showed an overall agreement of 
participants above this threshold. Twelve (60%) placed a segmentation line to indicate 
di�erent panel groups. However, Gap 10 is a gap between the end of a narration panel 
and an experiment introduction panel.

There is no panel Gap with an agreement above 50% among the segmentations be-
tween the panels (Gap 2 to Gap 9). Gaps 3, 5 and 7 have higher numbers of segmenta-
tion line placement compared to Gaps 2, 4, 6, 8 and 9.

In Spite of Everything: Two clear segmentations can be observed in this story: Gap 8 (75%) 
and Gap 17 (70%). Gap 8 is the gap that contains the narrative transition when the story 
is going backward in time (the adult character starts to recall his childhood memory). 
Gap 17 bridges the jump from the past to the present (the memory ends and the story 
returns to the adult character). In both Gap 8 and Gap 17 (Panels 8 & 9, Panels 17 & 18), 
clear changes in the panels where the segmentation took place can be observed; for 
example, in the character (appearance between adult and child) and also the changes 
in drawing style (from normal colour to mostly black and white). The panel sequence 
segmentations in this story have created three panel groups.

Figure 3.7: Placement of segmentations in The Lucky Ones.
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Figure 3.8: Placement of segmentation lines in In Spite of Everything

Because It’s There: In this story, 9 gaps received 50% or more agreement of the partic-
ipants about the segmentations: Gap 3 (n=17), Gap 7 (n=14), Gap 12 (n=11), Gap 14 
(n=14), Gap 19 (n=12), Gap 21 (n=13), Gap 24 (n=13), Gap 25 (n=12), and Gap 36 (n=10).

 » Gap 3 represents a narrative transition of the main character moving out from his lab 
to go public. Visually, it includes changes of environment (lab to public stage), character 
(number of characters), object (lab equipment then an airplane), text (from no text to 
some narration text), frame (from a shorter panel to a longer panel), and camera angle 
(from zoom in to zoom out).

 » Gap 7 represents the main character �nishing his speech then departing with the air-
plane. Visually, it includes changes of object (from no airplane to focus on the airplane), 
text (from speech text to no text), camera angle (from a peak of the speech stage to 
focus on the airplane).

 » Gap 12 represents a transition between the story of the main character in a newspaper 
and a rich couple walking in a jewelry store, while the clerk is reading the newspaper. 
Visually, it includes changes of character (from the main character to the couple), camera 
angle (from zoom in to out), and frame (from shorter to longer).

 » Gap 14 represents a transition in narrative from the couple to the main character. This 
includes changes of environment (from the jewelry store to a snowy landing place of the 
airplane), character (from the couple to the main character), text (the narration text), and 
frame (from longer to shorter).
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Figure 3.9: Placement of segmentation lines in Because It’s There

 » Gap 19 represents a transition in narrative to compare the similar actions of the main 
character with the couple. From the main character digging on top of the snow moun-
tain, to the couple using a fork to eat the meat. It includes changes of environment (from 
the snowy mountain to a dining table), object (from mountain climbing equipment and 
the mountain to a dining fork and the dish), character (from the main character to the 
couple), symbol (from no symbol to motion lines to represent the movement of the fork), 
text (from narration text to no text), frame (from longer to shorter), and camera angle 
(from zoom out to zoom in).

 » Gap 21 represents a transition from the rich couple eating a luxurious meal to the 
main character climbing the mountain. It includes changes of character (from the couple 
to the main character), environment (from the dinner to the mountain), object (forks to 
mountain climbing equipment), text (di�erent narration text), symbol (from no symbol 
to motion lines to exaggerate the main character’s motion), and camera angle change 
(from zoom out to zoom in).

 » Gap 24 represents a transition from the main character who found some skeletons on 
the mountain to the leftover bones on the couple’s dining table. It includes changes of 
character (from the main character to the couple), environment (from the mountain to 
the dinner), object (from skeletons to bones), text (di�erent narration text), and frame 
(from shorter to longer).
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 » Gap 25 represents a transition from the couple back to the main character. It includes 
changes of character, environment, object (leftovers on the table to some unknown 
equipment from the main character), text (from with narration text to without), and 
frame (from longer to shorter).

 » Gap 36 is the gap between the end panel of the story and the instruction image for 
completing the experiment.

There are nine segmentations in this story which are most clearly indicated by the 
change of characters. This division created two panel groups with only two panels (Pan-
els 13 & 14, Panels 20 & 21), and two single panel groups (Panels 12, Panel 25).

Ithaka: There are some gaps where the agreement among participants about the seg-
mentation lines is 50% or more: Gap 6 (n=17), Gap 30 (n=16), Gap 37 (n=11), and Gap 49 
(n=11).

 » Gap 6 represents the main character making up his mind and then starting his journey. 
It includes changes of environment (from inside the house to the ocean), text (from no 
text to the tile of the story), object (from a map to a boat), frame (from longer to short-
er), camera angle (from zoom in to zoom out), and drawing style (the colour tone from 
brown to blue).

 » Gap 30 represents a transition from a red stone dropping on the water (after the main 
character defeats the monster) to the main character getting older with grey hairs, one 
wounded eye, and the red stone as a necklace. It includes changes of character (from a 
younger main character to the main character becoming older), object (the red stone 
becomes the main character’s necklace, and the wounded eye from the previous battle 
got an eye cover), text (from no text to narration text), and drawing style (the colour tone 
from blue to yellow).

 » Gap 37 represents a transition of the main character in a harbour area to an Egyptian 
city. It includes changes of character (from the main character with a big crowd watching 
a dance, to tiny human �gures near the huge city gate), environment (from the harbour 
area to the big city), object (from no object to the city gate with statues), text (di�erence 
in narration), frame (from longer to shorter), camera angle (from horizontal to high an-
gle), and drawing style (the colour tone from purple to light yellow).
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Figure 3.10: Placement of segmentation lines in Ithaka.

 » Gap 49 represents a transition from the main character receiving a newborn, to him 
getting old and making a map. It includes changes of character (the appearance of 
the main character became old), environment (from baby room to study room with a 
�replace), object (from no object to the map-making equipment such as scrolls and a 
pen), frame (from shorter to longer) and drawing style (the colour tone from light blue to 
warm orange and brown).

3.3.3 The panel group with one panel

Segmentation lines on both sides of a panel, creating an individual panel, were identi�ed 
in total 45 times in 4 stories, in which 17 times were identi�ed as “this panel belongs to 
both groups”, and 28 times as “it’s an independent panel”. Twenty-seven participants 
(33.75%) identi�ed individual panels in the experiment.

3.3.4 Reasons of segmentation

The participants were asked to choose a general reason for placing the segmentation 
line from nine options:

1. Change of character (action, facial expression, appearance, number of characters);

2. Change of object (appearance, movement, etc.);

3. Change of environment (location, weather, etc.);
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4. Change of other symbols (motion line, impact star, etc.);

5. Change of text (character speaking, narrator’s voice, sound);

6. Change of story time;

7. Change of frame/panel shape;

8. Change of camera angle (zoom in, zoom out, look down, look up, etc.);

9. Change of drawing style (colour, strokes, abstract/concrete, etc).

Selecting multiple options was possible. The result is described in Figure 3.11.  “Envi-
ronment change” (n=38) and “story time change” (n=37) were the main reasons which 
were identi�ed. The second group included “text change” (n=23), “drawing style change” 
(n=21) and “character change” (n=20). “Object change” (n=6), “symbol change” (n=5), 
“panel shape change” (n=5) and “camera angle change” (n=2) were reported to have less 
in�uence.

The Lucky Ones has the lowest total number of reasons (n=23), while In Spite of Everything 
has 48, Because It’s There has 36 and Ithaka has 50. Segmentation in di�erent stories 
appears to be related to di�erent reasons.

Figure 3.11: Frequencies for reason for segmentation in all four stories. 

= mode
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Text plays a major role in The Lucky Ones. Story time, environment, drawing style and 
character are the main reasons in In Spite of Everything. In Because It’s There, environ-
ment and text are the main factors. Story time, environment and drawing style are most 
important in Ithaka. Certain reasons were not identi�ed for certain story. No symbol 
change was identi�ed in Because It’s There. No panel shape change and camera angle 
change identi�ed in Because It’s There and Ithaka.

3.3.5 Perceived story time

Participants were asked to identify the perceived story time features from eight possible 
options:

1. goes forward;

2. goes backward;

3. contains �ashback;

4. jumps to the future;

5. contains a time loop;

Figure 3.12: Frequencies of time features.

= mode
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6. stops;

7. no time in story;

8. multiple timelines in story.

Selecting multiple options was possible. The result is described in Figure 3.12.

“Goes forward” (n=32), “multiple timelines in story” (n=29), and “contains �ashback” 
(n=26) were the main time features which were identi�ed. The other features were 
identi�ed less: “goes backward” (n=9), “contains a time loop” (n=9), “jumps to the future” 
(n=8), “no time in story” (n=8), and “stops” (n=1).

In The Lucky Ones, there was no dominant agreement (“multiple timelines”=8, “back-
ward”=7, “no time”=7, “�ashback”=3, “future”=2). In In Spite of Everything, participants 
had clear agreement on the “�ashback” perceived story time feature (n=19), while 
“multiple timelines” (n=8), “forward” (n=7), “backward” (n=2), “future” (n=1), “stops” (n=1), 
and “no time” (n=1) were also indicated. “Multiple timelines” (n=11), “forward” (n=10), 
“�ashback” (n=3) and “time loop” (n=1) were identi�ed in Because It’s There. In Ithaka, the 
opinions included “forward” (n=15), “time loop” (n=8), “future” (n=5), “multiple timelines” 
(n=2), and “�ashback” (n=1).

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 The In�uence of the Instruction Panels

As was described in the experiment design (Section 3.2.3), two instruction panels were 
included in the panel sequence display to help the participants in the beginning and 
the end of the task. Therefore, the �rst gap (Gap 1 in every story) and the last gap in each 
story are the gaps between an instruction panel and a story panel. The last gaps are: Gap 
10 in The Lucky Ones, Gap 19 in In Spite of Everything, Gap 36 in Because It’s There, and Gap 
60 in Ithaka.

In The Lucky Ones, 4 participants placed a segmentation line in Gap 1, while 12 par-
ticipants placed a segmentation line in Gap 10. In In Spite of Everything, one line was 
placed in Gap 1, and three lines in Gap 19. In Because It’s There, one participant placed a 
segmentation line in Gap 1, while 10 participants placed a line in Gap 36. In Ithaka, no 
participants placed a segmentation line in Gap 1, and 8 participants placed a line in Gap 
60. Among all these gaps, there were only two gaps in which 50% or more of the partic-
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ipants agreed on placing a segmentation line: Gap 10 in The Lucky Ones, and Gap 36 in 
Because It’s There. We assume that the participants should be able to distinguish the in-
struction panels from the story panels. However, no consistent result could be observed 
based on the segmentation lines. In other words, not every participant treated the gaps 
around the instruction panels equally.

One possible reason that there were two gaps among the instruction panels where 
50% of the participants agreed on the segmentation lines, is that there were no other 
segmentation possibilities nearby. In The Lucky Ones, Gap 10 is the last gap, and in all 
the previous nine gaps there was no other panel where 50% or more of the participants 
agreed about the segmentation. Since the participants were asked to place segmenta-
tion lines wherever possible, Gap 10 is the most obvious di�erence from the other story 
panels. In Because It’s There, the closest gap where more than 50% of the participants 
placed segmentation lines is Gap 25, 11 panels before Gap 36. This may suggest that the 
panel sequence segmentation has a relation to the number of panels. Readers may be 
able to identify a segmentation, only after a certain number of panels. From the current 
result, the smallest panel group is one panel (Panel 25 in Because It’s There), and the 
biggest panel group includes 24 panels (Panels 7-30 in Ithaka).

3.4.2 General panel sequence segmentation pattern in each story

The identi�ed segmentations and panel grouping varied between individual partici-
pants. This could be related to age, gender, education, cultural background, and personal 
experience. The general patterns within the individual stories are reported below.

In The Lucky Ones there is no speci�c pattern where over 50% of the participants agreed 
on segmentation lines. An interpretation of this could be that the participants found it 
hard to make segmentation lines, and therefore formed a group of all the panels. The re-
sponses from the questionnaire about the reasons for segmentation were also quite low 
and mainly relate to the change of “text”. In relation to the question about time features, 
“multiple timelines”, “backward” and “no time” received the highest attention. These two 
factors have a strong connection with the narrative. These results suggest that the dif-
ference in the text itself cannot lead to panel grouping when the narrative has no clear 
division and the time inside the narrative is vague. In other words, the narrative behind 
visual elements could play a major role in the decision of panel sequence segmentation.

In Spite of Everything is the clearest example in the four stories where the participants 
agreed about the segmentation. Three groups were identi�ed by over 70% of the partic-
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ipants. The questionnaire results show that the �ashback of story time was identi�ed as 
the primary cause, with the support of “environment”, “drawing style” and “character”. It 
can be concluded that a narrative change (narrative time jumps back or fast-forwards in 
this case) combined with visual aids such as changes in environment, character appear-
ance, and colour can send a strong signal to the reader about segmentation.

Nine panel groups were identi�ed in Because It’s There according to the data collected. It 
is the comic author’s intention in this story to use the di�erent perspectives of two char-
acters to create a comparison. As a result, “multiple timelines” and “forward” are reported 
as the important time feature in the story; “environment”, “text”, “character” and “story 
time” were considered as the primary reasons for panel sequence segmentation. Most of 
the segmentation lines were based on the switch of characters. This result suggests that 
even when the narrative structure is two parallel stories (the two character parties are 
used as a comparison instead of pushing the narrative forward), the character change 
combined with environmental change can also generate segmentations.

Ithaka has the longest forward-moving timescale among the four stories. There is a 
lifelong transition where the protagonist grows up from young to old, combined with a 
detailed description of a short duration about the monster-slaughtering moment. Four 
segmentations (Gaps 6, 30, 37 & 49) have received over 50% of the recognition rate. Gap 
43 received almost 50% of the recognition rate (n=9). The participants indicated the 
following reasons for the panel sequence segmentation decision: “story time” (n=13), “en-
vironment” (n=11), “drawing style” (n=10), “text” (n=6), “character” (n=6), “object” (n=2), 
and “symbol” (n=2).

3.4.3 Panel grouping categories

There were not enough panel groups where 50% or more of the participants agreed on 
the segmentations, and therefore it is not su�cient to conclude a clear pattern. However, 
di�erent categories of panel groups can be observed from the experiment. One category 
is a clear segmentation of the panel sequence based on the reader’s understanding of 
the comics. For example, in a three-panel linear sequence, Panels 1 and 2 are segmented 
from Panel 3. In this case, two panel groups are identi�ed: Group 1 with Panels 1 and 2, 
and Group 2 with Panel 3.

Another category is an overlap of two panel groups based on the understanding of the 
reader. For example, in a three-panel sequence, Panels 1 and 2 are considered as a group, 
while Panels 2 and 3 are also considered as a group. In this case, two panel groups are 
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identi�ed: Group 1 with Panels 1 and 2, and Group 2 with Panels 2 and 3. Panel 2 is the 
overlap between the two panel groups. Two examples from Because It’s There can be 
used to explain this category further (Figure 3.13). Panel 12: although the connection in 
the environment is strong with Panels 12, 13 and 14, the connection of character and 
narrative is strong with Panels 10, 11 and 12. The other example is Panel 25: an identi�ed 
single-panel group (both Gap 24 and 25 have received segmentation lines by over 50% 
of the participants). Based on the results of the questionnaire, two participants indicat-
ed that the panel belongs to both the previous and next panel group. This di�culty to 
match it to one of the panel groups could be caused because the characters in Panel 25 
changed, but the images and the connection of the text remain very similar.

Figure 3.13: Identifying panel grouping categories.

Since there are two categories of the segmented panel group (one is without overlapping 
of each other, and one is with overlapping of each other), it is necessary to create a vocab-
ulary to be able to di�erentiate between the di�erent categories of panel grouping.

3.4.4 Limitation of the Experiment Design

Although the experiment included a visual instruction of the task in the beginning, it 
cannot be con�rmed whether the participants fully understood the task. Some par-
ticipants submitted the task without any segmentation lines. It cannot be determined 
whether this was because they didn’t understand the task, missed the button, or did 
not identify any segmentations in the panel sequence. Furthermore, the questionnaire 
included several specialised terms such as “symbols” and “story time”. Although we have 
conducted a pilot study before the experiment, we are not sure whether the participants 
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could fully understand the meaning due to the di�erent languages of the participants. 
In future experiments, this could be improved by using visual aids to explain the special-
ised terms.

Another limitation of this study was that the answers about why the participant placed 
segmentation lines between the panels were not detailed enough. Before the formal 
test, a pilot test was executed with several participants to improve the procedure and 
phrasing. The whole experiment required around ten minutes to �nish (the stories with 
more panels took longer). Since it was an online experiment, the tasks were kept inten-
tionally short, since otherwise there could be a risk participants might pause or even quit 
the experiment. Under this time limitation, it was di�cult to ask the participants for the 
detailed argumentation for each segmentation line. Instead, we only asked the partic-
ipants to recall in general the reasons for all segmentation lines in the questionnaire. 
Although the results draw a general picture of the potential reasons, it is not possible to 
analyse the argumentation for each segmentation line. A detailed analysis of the identi-
�ed segmentations should be conducted to clarify the underlying reasons.

3.5 Conclusion

So far in this dissertation, the terms panel sequence segmentation, panel groups, and 
panel group categories have been used to address the panel level units (both segmenta-
tions and groups). These concepts turned out to be crucial in understanding and design-
ing d-Comics. Since there are no existing terms for these units, it is necessary to establish 
a new vocabulary in d-Comics, with detailed de�nitions of these panel-level concepts.

There are two types of panel groups that were observed from the previous experiment. 
One is with a clear segmentation of the panel sequence, the other is with an overlap 
of two panel groups both based on the understanding of the reader. The two types of 
panel groups and the segmentation are shown in Figure 3.14. Based on the experiment 
results we propose the following vocabulary to be established, in order to discuss the 
panel-level concepts more precisely.
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Figure 3.14: Demonstration of phasel, fadel and phasel gap.

3.5.1 Phasel

A phasel (created by combining “phase” and “sequel”) in d-Comics is represented by one 
panel or multiple panels that belong to each other. The author cannot decompose these 
further into smaller phasels. A phasel describes a strong relation among a certain num-
ber of panels and a signi�cant di�erence with other phasels, determined by the author’s 
interpretation of storytelling.

From the previous experiment, the smallest phasel observed was a single panel phasel, 
and the largest phasel was a twenty-four-panel phasel.

3.5.2 Fadel

A fadel (created by combining “fade” and “sequel”) is represented by one panel that the 
author considers to be part of both the previous phasel and the next phasel. A fadel 
describes an overlapping transitional relation between two phasels, and it contains both 
the fading of the previous phasel and the starting of the next phasel determined by the 
author’s interpretation of storytelling.

From the previous experiment, some of the participants were able to identify the over-
lapped phasels, however, some readers just categorised the overlapped panel(s) into the 
previous or the next phasel.

P P P P P PP P P P PP

Phasel

Phasel Gap

Phasel Phasel

Fadel

*P=Panel
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3.5.3 Phasel Gap

A phasel gap represents panel-level segmentation. This concept is introduced to be able 
to distinguish from the visual gap between panels (also known as “panel gap” or “panel 
gutter”). As long as there are two panels, there must be a visual gap. However, the visual 
gap does not necessarily need to be a phasel gap. Only when two phasels are identi�ed 
can the visual gap between these two phasels represent a phasel gap. In the case that a 
fadel is identi�ed — which means that there are overlapping phasels — there cannot be 
a phasel gap between the overlapping phasels.

3.5.4 Examples

With this new vocabulary, the previous results of the experiment can be described more 
e�ciently in order to further discuss the design space in d-Comics (Figure 3.15). For ex-
ample, the story In Spite of Everything can be divided into three phasels, with two phasel 
gaps in-between the phasels. In the story Because It’s There there is one panel which was 
identi�ed to belong simultaneously to the previous and the next phasels; now this panel 
can be identi�ed as a fadel.

3.5.5 Conclusion

In this experiment, the potential in�uences of the physical page structure were removed, 
such as the complex panel layout, and the di�erent gap size between panels. The fact 
that participants were still able to make panel grouping — based on linearly presented 
panels on electronic devices — shows that a panel sequence, without the in�uence of 
physical pages, can still be segmented in d-Comics. From Experiment 1, two types of 
panel groups were identi�ed: one is with a clear segmentation, and the other is an over-
lap of two panel groups, both based on the understanding of the reader. This �nding 
answers how a panel sequence can be segmented in d-Comics. Based on this �nding, a 
new vocabulary has been created. It includes the concepts phasel, fadel and phasel gap. 
This vocabulary will be applied in the following explorations and discussions.

The decisions by the participants to place segmentation lines seemed to be in�uenced 
by several factors. In order to investigate more precisely which factors can lead to 
phasels and fadels, the second research question — What could be the strategies of the 
segmentation in d-Comics when designing panel sequence segmentations? — is the 
next in line to be explored.
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Chapter 3 presented an online experiment that has been conducted to test how pan-
el-level segmentation can be identi�ed in d-Comics. The results of this test revealed that 
a linear panel sequence in d-Comics can be segmented into panel groups (phasels and 
fadels). A phasel is a regular panel group, while a fadel suggests an overlay between two 
phasels. This chapter will further explore the underlying reasons for identifying panel 
sequence segmentations in d-Comics. When creating printed comic books, the author 
can intuitively arrange the panels based on the existence of physical pages, and use this 
to communicate complex panel relations (Section 2.4.1). However, there is no existing 
research about how to communicate the intended segmentations from the author to 
the reader in d-Comics. The current webcomics normally apply the existing structure of a 
web page (Kogel, 2013). One story is contained on one web page, and the vertical height 
of the web page resizes, depending on the number of panels in the story. The transition 
between two comics stories (two panel sequences) relies on interaction such as a button 
click or by touching the screen. There are no other segmentation strategies considered 
within the panel sequence, but only on the full panel sequence level. However, before 
continuing with the interaction design based on the new vocabulary of panel sequence 
segmentation in d-Comics, it is necessary to answer the second research question: What 
could be the strategies for creating panel sequence segmentations in d-Comics? Under 
the scope of this question, the following questions will also be explored: are there any 
strategies for panel segmentation that are shared between printed comics and d-Com-
ics? Are there any unique strategies that can only be applied in d-Comics?

Section 4.1 reviews the existing research about segmentation in comics. Section 4.2 in-
troduces an experiment where a group of reviewers analysed the results gained from the 
�rst experiment. The result and discussions are reported in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4. 
Section 4.5 summarises the strategies of panel segmentation in d-Comics.

4.1 Introduction

Using segmentation to make sense of information is not only applied in the creation and 
reading of comics; in fact, it is universal among storytelling media (Gernsbacher, 1985; 
Magliano, Kopp, McNerney, Radvansky, & Zacks, 2012; Magliano & Zacks, 2011). “The 
world is presented to us as a stream of continuous information, but we can perceive this 
information as a series of discrete units. This process is called event structure perception, 
and the discrete units, or events, are de�ned as segments of time at particular locations 
that are perceived, by observers, to have beginnings and endings” (Zacks, Speer, & Reyn-
olds, 2009). Based on empirical results of reading and �lm comprehension, Zacks and his 
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colleagues concluded that “processing situational changes during comprehension is an 
important determinant of how one segments ongoing activity into events and that this 
segmentation is related to the control of processing during reading” (Zacks et al., 2009). 
This statement can be considered as the foundation of understanding segmentation in 
comics.

When combining these principles about segmentation with the comics creation process 
as described in Section 2.1.2, it could be argued that the author de�nes segmentation 
during the conceptual interpretation and then uses visual forms to express the seg-
mentation. However, the reader’s understanding of segmentation may not match the 
author’s initial purpose. In fact, it has been shown in Experiment 1 (Section 3.1) that the 
reader’s understanding varies individually.

Before providing comic authors with strategies that can be used to create segmenta-
tions, it is necessary to investigate how segmentation occurs in comics. There are exist-
ing theories that can contribute to the understanding of segmentation in comics. The 
next sections will introduce segmentations that exist in narrative structure and spatial 
arrangement.

4.1.1 Narrative structure

As discussed in Chapter 2, comics as a storytelling medium contain a narrative, and the 
panels represent part of the narrative. In other words, the narrative has to be conveyed 
through the panels and a reader will generate the narrative in mind after reading the 
panels.

A narrative can be understood as a construction based on connected events (Herman, 
2009; Martin, 1986). Therefore, there is also a connection between narrative events and 
panels. The segmentation of a panel sequence could partly re�ect the segmentation of 
events in a narrative.

Similar discussions of segmentation can be found in the literature. Bateman et al. (2016) 
proposed an open, multilevel classi�cation scheme for the visual layout of comics. Cohn 
(2013a) established a narrative structure for the visual language of comics by identifying 
categories such as peaks, initials, releases, establishers, prolongations, and orienteers. 
These categories have been veri�ed through cognitive experiments where the di�erent 
event categories were compared with the reaction of the brain. Cohn (2013a) proposes 
further that these categories can form hierarchies based on panels. Each panel can be 
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described by a category, and multiple categories could again be described by a cate-
gory on a more global level. This description by categories can be compared to a panel 
sequence segmentation. Figure 4.1 shows an example of such hierarchical tree structure.

In Cohn’s example of a narrative structure (Figure 4.1), the �rst two panels can be con-
sidered as a panel group because they all belong to one higher-level category. The next 
four panels belong to the second group since they are all part of a second higher-level 
category. Translated to the language created in the previous chapter, the �rst panel 
group is Phasel 1 and the second panel group is Phasel 2. Based on this it can be argued 
that the panel segmentation vocabulary described in this dissertation (phasel, fadel, 
phasel gap) can be supported by this narrative structure at the leaf level of the tree, since 
phasels cannot be further decomposed to smaller phasels.

Figure 4.1: The hierarchical tree structure described by Cohn (Cohn, 2013b).

In a later discovered experiment of identifying segmentation with linear panel sequence, 
Cohn and Bender (Cohn & Bender, 2017) justi�ed the connection of reader’s decision of 
panel sequence segmentation and narrative categories.

4.1.2 Spatial arrangement

As has been discussed in Chapter 2, the author’s interpretation has to be expressed 
through panels on a carrier. The illustrations in the panels, the spatial relation of the 
panels and the selection of the carrier are all part of the �nal construction that the reader 
will access. The interpretation of the author is conceptual, while the �nal construction 
that the reader will access is visible. This section uses the phrase spatial arrangement to 
refer to the visible part of comics. Section 4.1.2.1 will recap the panel creation elements 
and then discuss segmentation based on these elements. Section 4.1.2.2 will consider 
creating panel sequence segmentation in d-Comics.
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4.1.2.1 Visual elements

In Section 2.2.2, eight visual elements of creating panels were introduced: environment, 
character, object, symbol, text, frame/panel shape, camera angle and drawing style. In 
Experiment 1 (Chapter 3) these elements were listed as possible reasons for panel se-
quence segmentation that the participants could choose. The results of the experiments 
showed that these elements do have an in�uence on the segmentation decision.

It is worth noticing that a segmentation can normally be identi�ed because of a com-
bination of multiple elements instead of a single one. For example, to express a jump 
backward in story time, the author used character appearance change, environmental 
change and drawing style change, while the key object remained the same (the comic 
story In Spite of Everything). The visual element changes are normally a re�ection of the 
change in narrative or can be related to the author’s consideration of storytelling (for 
example, planting a hint for an upcoming story). The visual elements discussed in this 
section can be further connected with the visual Gestalt theory (Palmer & Rock, 1994; 
Wertheimer, 1923) through the following principles: proximity, similarity, continuity, 
closure, and connectedness.

4.1.2.2 Distance between panels

A longer distance (space) between panels can be used to create a feeling of a longer 
duration of story time (McCloud, 1993). This means that the distance between panels 
could be used to create segmentations in the panel sequence. In printed comic books, 
the distance between the panels is obviously limited by the space that is available on 
the paper. However, the digital environment — as discussed in Section 2.3.2 — could 
provide a three-dimensional virtual space for placing panels. This means that a panel se-
quence doesn’t have to be squeezed together as in a printed paper book, and wouldn’t 
even need to be on the same two-dimensional plane. However, even when placing 
panels in an unlimited space, the distance between panels should still be limited in order 
to support the reading activity, instead of creating confusion. The digital discrete view 
on a screen, reported by Hou et al. (2017), can cause less good reading comprehension, 
feelings of fatigue, and psychological immersion. This result could be related with the 
changing distance of panels and the extra empty space between the individual panel 
and the screen.
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It is important to address the panel distance since it is an aspect in d-Comics which 
o�ers unique possibilities enabled by the digital interaction. The distance in the digital 
environment is not a real physical distance. A combination of the reader’s input and 
the display’s output is required to create the feeling of moving over a distance in the 
digital environment. For example, two panels in d-Comics separated by a distance of 20 
pixels can be visualised on the same screen at the same time; the reader doesn’t have 
to perform any interaction to move this distance. However, the two panels cannot be 
visualised on the same screen at the same time if the distance between the two panels 
becomes 2000 pixels, since this distance would be over the screen size. In this case, the 
reader has to perform a speci�c input (such as using a �nger to swipe on the screen) and 
the screen can provide a visual output that the canvas has been moved by the reader. 
The distance between the panels has been transformed into a relation between the user 
input and the screen output. In this example, the speed of the swiping motion of the �n-
ger is translated into a moving speed of the canvas. This notion will be further explained 
in Chapter 4 and Appendix VII.

4.2 Experiment design

As discussed in the limitations of Experiment 1 (Chapter 3), there are several issues that 
needed to be addressed: 1) the participants’ understanding of the terminology in the 
experiment, and 2) the detailed reasons for each panel grouping decision. Therefore, for 
this experiment (Experiment 2) reviewers were invited to provide their detailed under-
standing regarding the results received from Experiment 1.

4.2.1 Materials

Firstly, a card set which visualised and explained the potential reasons for panel sequence 
segmentation was created (Appendix III) to help improve the reviewers’ understanding. 
The reasons were adopted from the questionnaire in Experiment 1 (Appendix II).

However, based on observations from the experiment, one addition was made. Accord-
ing to the results, story time plays an important role in understanding panel sequence 
segmentation. Story time is di�erent from the other visual elements because — besides 
visual elements — it can also be in�uenced by the personal interpretation of the reader. 
Therefore, “di�erence of story time” (reason nine) was added to the cards. By summaris-
ing the eight time features (Section 3.3.5) into more generic attributes of story time, we 
further divided this reason into “story time direction” and “story time duration” to receive 
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more detailed feedback. “Story time direction” can cover features 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 8. “Story 
time duration” can cover features 6 and 7, and can also capture the duration di�erence of 
di�erent visual gaps.

The card set visualised nine reasons with examples for panel sequence segmenta-
tion. Reason 1 is “di�erence of character” that includes action, facial expression and 
appearance of the character, and the number of characters. Reason 2 is “di�erence of 
object” that includes appearance and movement of the object. Reason 3 is “di�erence 
of environment” that includes weather and location change. Reason 4 is “di�erence of 
symbols” that includes motion lines and impact stars. Reason 5 is “di�erence of text” that 
includes character speaking, narrator’s voice, and other sound. Reason 6 is “di�erence of 
frame/panel shape” that includes di�erent frame size and shape. Reason 7 is “di�erence 
of camera angle” that includes zoom in, look up, and look down. Reason 8 is “di�erence 
of drawing style” that includes colour, stroke, and from abstract to concrete. Reason 9 is 
“di�erence of story time” that includes di�erence of story time direction and duration.

Secondly, a training session was created to introduce the reviewers to how the provided 
card set should be applied. Four other examples from SIR KEN ROBINSON: Full body edu-
cation (Than, 2014b) — from Gavin Aung Than, the same author of the stories in Exper-
iment 1 — were selected (shown in Figure 4.2). The reasons were listed with coloured 
check boxes, which matched the colours of the card set. The examples and checkboxes 
were printed on a long paper roll (to �t the horizontal linear panel layout). The size of the 
paper roll was 29.7 × 84 cm (two A3 papers connected with the longer edges).

Thirdly, the four comic stories from Experiment 1 were exported from the web and print-
ed on a long paper roll (Figure 4.3 shows part of one paper roll). The print on the paper 
roll contained the linear panel layout, two introduction panels, the crop icons between 
panels, and under the panels the complete set of reasons with the coloured checkboxes. 
The length of The Lucky Ones was 29.7 × 84 cm, In Spite of Every Thing was 29.7 × 126 cm, 
Because It’s There was 29.7 × 252 cm, and Ithaka was 29.7 × 294 cm. The reviewer could 
indicate on the paper roll — using the checkboxes — the reason for every gap, especial-
ly for the identi�ed segmentations.

Finally, the result of the segmentation by the participants of Experiment 1 was printed 
and shown to the reviewers. The goal of this step was to trigger discussion of the review-
ers about the segmentations created by the participants of Experiment 1.
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Figure 4.2: The layout of the training examples.

Figure 4.3: The layout of the experimental setting.
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4.2.2 Procedure

Three reviewers were invited to justify the results from Experiment 1. The reviewers 
were all PhD researchers in the �eld of Industrial Design. One female and two male, with 
an average age of 29.7. The cultural background of the reviewers were: one Asian, one 
European and one American. Each reviewer was invited to an o�ce where the test was 
conducted. First, the goal of the experiment was introduced, and then the card set with 
the reasons for segmentation was provided and introduced. After the reviewer had con-
�rmed the understanding of the card set, the training session started.

In the training session, the full comic story was presented linearly on a touch-screen tab-
let (screen size 9.7 inches, resolution 1024 x 768 pixels). Simultaneously, a long paper roll 
was placed on a table with the same linear story and the coloured checkboxes to mark 
the reasons for segmentation. The reviewer could use the card set as a reference for the 
training task. As the investigator I was involved in this session to con�rm the reviewer’s 
opinions regarding the answers.

After the training session, the reviewer was provided, one by one, with each of the four 
comic stories which were also used in Experiment 1. Besides the interactive version on 
the tablet, a long paper roll was placed on the table for each story that could be used 
to �ll in the reasons for each segmentation. After the reviewer had �nished �lling in the 
segmentation reason for each gap in each comic story, an interview was conducted. I 
asked the reviewer their opinions about the segmentation data received from Experi-
ment 1. Each reviewer answered the questions for all four comic stories. The conversa-
tion was audio-recorded during the whole interview.

4.3 Results

The aim of this experiment was to investigate which speci�c elements in the panel 
sequences can in�uence the decision of segmentations. In this section, the data that re-
sulted from the questionnaires and interviews from the reviewers will be analysed to �nd 
similarities among the reviewers. Two visualisation methods will be applied to inform the 
analysis. The intersection strategy will be used to visualise the reasons that all the review-
ers agreed. The union method will be used to visualise all the reasons combined for each 
gap by all the reviewers, no matter if there was only one reviewer who considered it or 
all of them. The category and colours in the visualisations match with the colours used in 
the questionnaire. To provide a clear comparison between the di�erent segmentations 
in each story, both the intersection and union visualisation will be discussed.
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Figure 4.4: Intersection of the reasons for segmentation of The Lucky Ones.

Figure 4.5: Union of the reasons for segmentation of The Lucky Ones.

The Lucky Ones: Figure 4.4 shows the intersection visualisation based on all of the 
reviewers’ opinions. The change of character, text and camera angle are considered to 
be important reasons for each gap by all reviewers. Excluding Gaps 1 and 10 (transition 
between introduction image and story content), the highest number of reasons appears 
in Gap 5, while the lowest in Gap 3.
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Figure 4.6: Intersection of the reasons for segmentation of In Spite of Everything.

Figure 4.7: Union of the reasons for segmentation of In Spite of Everything.

Figure 4.5 shows the union of all the reviewers’ opinions combined. In this diagram, the 
di�erences between the gaps appear to be less obvious compared to Figure 4.4. The 
major di�erence between the intersection (Figure 4.4) and union (Figure 4.5) is the con-
sideration of story time. The reviewers explained that the story time is going backward 
in the panels. It is mainly because of the visual clues, such as the appearance of the char-
acters becoming younger. In other words, the narrative is conveyed through the panels 
placed in space. The reviewers pointed out during the interview that they didn’t consider 
any segmentations because the time direction was constantly going backward.
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Additionally, according to the text in the panels, the story happens in the narrator’s 
mind, which meant that, although the memories of the narrator are moving backward in 
time (based on the images), the actual story is moving forward (based on the narration 
text). According to the interview, all reviewers agreed that the panels in this story are 
hard to be segmented.

In Spite of Everything: Figure 4.6 shows the intersection of the reviewers’ opinions about 
the reasons for segmentation. After excluding Gap 1 and 19 — because these are tran-
sitions between introduction image and story content — Gap 8 and 17 contain more 
reasons related to segmentation than the rest of the gaps. Figure 4.7 shows the union of 
the reviewers’ opinions related to the reasons for segmentation.

Comparable to Figure 4.6, the higher number of reasons for Gap 8 and 17 are still there. 
These results are consistent with the segmentations of the panel sequence created by 
the participants of Experiment 1. The reviewers con�rmed that the story can be divided 
into three groups, with the segmentations at Gap 8 and Gap 17. The most important 
reasons for this segmentation are caused by changes in story time and supported by the 
change of the character’s appearance and the change of colour.

Because It’s There: Figure 4.8 shows the intersection of the reviewers’ opinions about the 
reasons for segmentation. The di�erences between the gaps in this diagram are subtle. 
Excluding Gap 1 and 36 (transition between introduction image and story content), the 
highest number of reasons appears in Gap 3, 12 and 14, while the lowest is in Gap 32.

Figure 4.9 shows the union of the reviewers’ opinions related to the reasons for segmen-
tation. By adding all the individual opinions of the reviewers, Gap 6, 10, 11, 12, 14, 19, 21, 
24, 25, 33 and 35 become the gaps with most reasons. Gap 3 is not part of this, and Gap 
27 replaces Gap 32 to become the lowest one.

In Experiment 1 the gaps 3, 7, 12, 14, 19, 21, 24, 25 were considered as important seg-
mentations of the panel sequence. In this story — although less obvious than The Lucky 
Ones — the identi�ed segmentations of the panel sequence from Experiment 1 can be 
matched with the reasons of the reviewers in Experiment 2. During the interview, the 
reviewers con�rmed that there were various reasons related to the segmentations in 
this story. For example, Gap 3 is recognised mainly because of the story time duration 
change and environmental change, while Gap 19, 21, 24 and 25 are more related to the 
change of characters.
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Figure 4.8: Intersection of the reasons for segmentation of Because It’s There.

Figure 4.9: Union of the reasons for segmentation of Because It’s There.

The �ndings related to Gap 6 and 11 are more surprising because the reviewers attrib-
uted a relatively high number of reasons. However, the participants of Experiment 1 
didn’t consider these as clear segmentations. Upon discussion with the reviewers, it was 
suggested that the gap next to these special cases contains strong indications about the 
same reason — the reader may perceive one panel for segmentation, but the segmen-
tation could be identi�ed at the two visual gaps related with this panel — the visual gap 
before this panel or after. One reviewer also described that these reasons can “build up” 
the narrative.
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Figure 4.10: Intersection of the reasons for segmentation of Ithaka.

Figure 4.11: Union of the reasons for segmentation of Ithaka.

Ithaka: Figure 4.10 shows the intersection of the reviewers’ opinions about the reasons 
for segmentation. Besides Gap 1 and 60 — which are the transitions between introduc-
tion image and story content — the highest number of reasons for segmentation appear 
in Gap 6, 43 and 49. The lowest number can be found in Gap 17, 27 and 52.

Figure 4.11 shows the union of the reviewers’ opinions related to the reasons for seg-
mentation. By adding all the individual opinions of the reviewers, Gap 11, 41, 43 and 54 
became the gaps with most reasons for segmentations (9 reasons). Gap 6, 12, 30, 35, 37, 
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40, 42, 45, 46, 47, 49, and 59 have the second highest number of reasons for segmenta-
tion (8 reasons). The general pattern of intersection and union matches with the result 
from Experiment 1. All the gaps that were indicated as segmentations by at least 50% of 
the participants of Experiment 1 (Gap 8, 30, 37, 49) also have a high number of reasons 
as suggested by the reviewers in Experiment 2.

4.4 Discussion

All three reviewers con�rmed that the panel segmentation patterns from Experiment 1 
were valid and could be interpreted with the materials provided. The reasons for panel 
sequence segmentation in d-Comics are complex. The in�uence of story timeline, narra-
tion texts, and other visual elements can be observed from the designed experiments. 
However, it remains di�cult to compare the intensity of the reasons for the segmenta-
tion. Due to various factors such as age, gender, cultural background, personal experi-
ence and evoked emotion by the story of the readers, the focus of identifying segmenta-
tion in d-Comics can be di�erent.

4.4.1 Number vs intensity

The current measurement of how a panel sequence can be segmented is based on the 
listed reasons such as the story time, character and colour. By using the “intersection” 
and “union” method to describe the reasons that the reviewers mentioned, the results 
matched in general the segmentations from the �rst experiment. However, there are still 
exceptions. When reviewers were invited to explain the exceptions, the intensity was 
increased. This meant that the perceived intensity of certain elements could overrule the 
in�uence of the number of elements.

However, it is not yet clear how the intensity of visual elements can exactly in�uence the 
segmentation. The results of both Experiments 1 and Experiment 2 showed that the text 
elements and the other visual elements do not necessarily have to be synchronised in 
the panels. For example, in The Lucky Ones the texts �ow forward through the panels. 
However, the images represent the story time going backward. There is a vast amount 
of research which indicates that the relationship between image and text is complicated 
(Carrier, 2000; Cohn, 2013a; Groensteen & Miller, 2013; Martinec & Salway, 2005). Image 
and text may have a di�erent in�uence on how a narrative is understood by the reader.
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4.4.2 Relation among segmented panel groups

Another fact that could be observed from Experiment 2 is the in�uence of the existing 
segmentations. For example, when the panels between two segmentations contain 
a longer story time, the reviewers tended not to make any new segmentations with a 
shorter story time, even if the panels with the shorter story time contained a comparable 
number of panel sequence segmentation reasons. Although the panels are presented 
linearly, the comprehension of the story is accumulated in the mind (braiding in Groen-
steen’s (2009) word), and there exist hierarchies in the segmentations. This observation 
matches Cohn’s (2013a) narrative structure with hierarchies in comics cognition.

However, using Cohn’s tree structure to explain the segmentation can raise additional 
questions. How many layers of hierarchies can there be to represent a structure? And 
when a panel belongs to multiple layers of hierarchies, how many categories can one 
single panel belong to? For example, the third panel in Figure 4.1 belongs to the estab-
lisher category in the second panel group, but can be part of the peak category when 
discussing a higher layer panel group in the hierarchy. Does it mean that a single panel 
can have multiple roles in di�erent layers of the hierarchy of the narrative structure? Can 
a panel group also have multiple roles, such as the fadel introduced in Section 3.5? How 
can we design for these hierarchies in d-Comics?

4.4.3 The missing interaction

Interaction has been discussed by researchers in relation to reading activity. Iser (1979) 
discussed the “action of reading”, as well as the “interaction between reader and text” and 
the “interaction between reader and author”. Sims (1997) made it explicit that interac-
tivity in the learning process can contribute to a better understanding of the content. 
McCloud (2000) pointed out that interaction is crucial for d-Comics. However, there is 
hardly any existing research that systematically discusses the reading process of com-
ics, and how to design interaction between the reader and the comics in the context of 
d-Comics.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the main di�culty of digitalising comics is caused by the 
change of carriers. One of the challenges caused by the absence of physical pages in 
electronic devices is moving through panel segmentations (Section 2.4.2). Once there 
is a segmentation between panel groups, in order to move through panels, interaction 
needs to be designed. Interaction should not only be embodied with segmentation, but 
also a strategy for expressing segmentation.
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However, before exploring how to design interaction for segmentation in d-Comics, 
the general pattern of how a panel sequence is segmented should be identi�ed �rst. 
Experiments 1 and 2 were dedicated in clarifying the understanding of panel sequence 
segmentation. To be able to conduct the experiments, basic interaction was applied to 
allow the reader to scroll the screen to read the panels and tap an icon between two 
panels to indicate segmentation. But no further interaction was designed for exploring 
the expression of segmentation, nor compared for e�ectiveness.

4.5 Conclusion

This chapter investigated the reasons for panel sequence segmentations in comics. 
Section 4.1 introduced two ways that segmentation can be caused in comics: by the 
narrative structure and by the spatial arrangement. Nine elements including the narra-
tive structure (story time) and the spatial arrangement (environment, character, object, 
symbol, text, frame/panel shape, camera angle and drawing style) were summarised for 
analysing the detailed reasons for panel sequence segmentation. Section 4.2 described 
an experiment that aimed to analyse in more detail the panel sequence segmentation 
results from Experiment 1. Besides a con�rmation of the earlier results, the outcome of 
the experiment provided reasons why the segmentations were identi�ed.

The results of Experiment 2 show that individual readers have di�erent understanding 
of, and preferences for, these strategies. For example, some readers were not that sensi-
tive to changes in duration of the story time compared to others. Some of the readers fo-
cused more on how the characters change, some used the changes of the environment 
as a reference, and some were more in�uenced by the changes in colour tone. Even for 
the same reader, there was not necessarily a consistency among the in�uencing factors: 
a reader could create segmentations based on di�erent strategies. Therefore, although 
the author can apply the three strategies to communicate the consideration of the seg-
mentation, the reader’s understanding of the segmentation cannot be assured.

In Section 4.4.3 interaction was discussed as a strategy for panel sequence segmentation 
in d-Comics. But the e�ect of interaction as a strategy, and the relation among the strat-
egies remain unexamined. The next chapter will focus on investigating how to apply the 
results from Experiments 1 and 2 in designing segmentations in d-Comics, and further 
seek the answer to the second research question.
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The goal of this chapter is to apply the new vocabulary created in Chapter 3 and to 
investigate how interaction can be used as a strategy for segmentation in d-Comics. This 
chapter will discuss Experiment 3, which explores the e�ect of di�erent interactions on 
the reader’s understanding of panel sequence segmentation. The previous discussion 
about interaction and segmentation will be used as the background when considering 
the interaction strategy. To focus on interaction, the in�uence of narrative structure 
and spatial arrangement (discussed in Chapter 4) will be limited. Existing comics could 
have been adapted for this research. However, this could lead to challenges because the 
narrative structure and spatial arrangements would need to be modi�ed while main-
taining the information and the drawing style. Therefore, for this experiment, an original 
d-Comics was created.

5.1 Introduction

Di�erent carriers of comics will cause di�erent panel segmentation arrangements and 
require di�erent interaction. Because of the di�erent segmentation levels in printed 
comic books (Section 2.4.1), there is a range in how much e�ort a reader has to spend 
to continue reading a printed comic book. For example, using eye movements to move 
the focus from panel to panel is the basic interaction. When a page is �nished, the reader 
has to use a hand or hands to �ip to the next page to follow the story. If there are several 
volumes of the comics, the reader has to �nd the next book by physically moving to a 
bookshelf or a bookstore. Therefore, the whole reading process can be seen as di�erent 
actions performed by the reader and di�erent feedback expressed by the comics. How-
ever, when reading d-Comics with a touch-screen device, a �nger tapping action could 
trigger various feedback such as moving to the next panel, switching to the next volume, 
purchasing another digital volume, etc.

In the Human-Computer Interaction literature and practices, there are paradigms and 
interaction strategies that could be applied to d-Comics to support panel sequence 
segmentation. Principles of interaction that can be related to panel sequence segmenta-
tion in d-Comics will be introduced in the following sections: input of the reader (Section 
5.1.1), and output of the d-Comics (Section 5.1.2).

5.1.1 Interaction: input of the reader

The input of the reader is based on interaction possibilities that follow the capabilities of 
the carrier on which the comics is displayed. With a book this can be �ipping the pag-
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es, or on an electronic tablet this can be tapping or swiping on the screen. The input is 
necessary to continue reading the panel sequence. In the experiments described in this 
dissertation, the carrier used was a touch-screen tablet. As shown in Figure 2.6, the input 
of a reader for this carrier can include tap, drag, slide, hold, swipe, etc.

When considering the reading process as a timeline, the interaction moments (based on 
the reader’s input) can be regarded as segmentations. According to the research about 
action-speci�c perception, people perceive the environment based on their ability to act 
in it (Witt, 2011). Miller (2008) stated “in interactive narratives, and your smallest building 
blocks are your decision or action points — the places where the user can make a choice 
or perform an action”. The reading time of printed comics can be described as a linear 
line, segmented by the action of a page-�ip, the reaction of the page-�ipping, and the 
continuation of reading by eye movements. Similarly, the reading time of d-Comics can 
be described as a linear line segmented by the input of the reader, the output of the 
screen, and the reading by eye movements.

The design choice of the interaction may have an in�uence on the reader’s understand-
ing of the segmentation of d-Comics. Imagine, for example, when reading d-Comics the 
required input to move between panels is a swipe gesture, whereas at a phasel gap, the 
reader has to drag for a duration of two seconds to activate the next panel. This may cre-
ate an understanding for the reader that the panels before the input are di�erent from 
the panels that appear after. To respond to the reader’s input, a corresponding output 
needs to be designed; this will be discussed in the next section.

5.1.2 Interaction: output of the d-Comics

The output refers to the feedback of the comics based on the reader’s input. The output 
can appear di�erently on di�erent comic carriers. In printed comic books, the output of 
the reader’s input (�ipping a page) is that the physical page is turned from one side to 
the other. The panels on one side disappear, and the panels on the other side of the page 
appear in front of the eyes of the reader. Since the physical page doesn’t exist in the digi-
tal environment, both the input and the output have to be speci�cally designed.

There are various possibilities for designing the output for touch-screen devices. Rau-
terberg et al. (Rauterberg & Szabó, 1995) described a classi�cation for “n-dimensional” 
user interface design. This classi�cation can be used to describe the depth of a visual and 
audio interface on an electronic device. The comic panel sequence consists of multi-
ple images, which means that the classi�cation can be applied to describe the output 
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method when designing d-Comics. For example, the “visual depth presentation e�ects” 
category can be used to describe the range from “one image” to “multiple images”. The 
“visual depth perception mechanism” category can be used to describe the range from 
“monocular” to “movements”. Appendix VII describes several exploratory design proto-
types which adopted some of these categories.

As described in Section 2.3.2, all the panels in the digital environment have to share one 
single screen space to be displayed. This means that only a certain number of panels can 
be displayed at the same time. The reader is in control of changing the displayed panels 
(as the output of the screen) enabled by the input. This can create the feeling for the 
reader that the panels are delivered to the screen. During the process of panel delivery, 
the visual appearance of the panels could change. For example, the new panels can 
move into the screen space from left to right. And therefore, the spatial arrangement in 
d-Comics is connected with interaction.

5.2 Experiment design

5.2.1 Methodology

For the experiment, a panel sequence was created with twenty-four panels and eight 
phasels in the panel sequence. To observe the e�ect of interaction as a segmentation 
strategy, the other two segmentation strategies (narrative structure and spatial ar-
rangement) had to be controlled. Based on this, di�erent interactions were designed to 
support the expression of phasel segmentations.

To further investigate the e�ect of interaction on the expression of segmentation, a 
Latin-squared test design with two factors was created. The factors were speed change 
(with vs. without) and motion lines (with vs. without) as response to the input from the 
reader (Section 5.2.2.2). Therefore, the same panel sequence had four conditions with 
di�erent interactions. One of the four conditions was a control group (without speed 
change and without motion lines).

To observe the e�ects of di�erent conditions, a within-group test was conducted. Every 
participant went through all four conditions. To control learning e�ects, 24 (the factorial 
of 4) possible order sequences are covered. Thus, 24 participants were required. Each 
participant was randomly allocated to one of these fully permutated sequences. The 
results will be further analysed by measuring the majority’s phasel recognition pattern, 
and by analysing the e�ect of the two factors.
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5.2.2 Materials

A twenty-four-panel comic named Hedgehog Day was created, describing a typical work 
day of a cartoon character (a hedgehog) (Appendix IV). The full story time was twen-
ty-four hours, which was equally distributed into twenty-four panels with each panel 
representing a moment in the day of the character.

5.2.2.1 Design of the panels

Because the aim of this experiment is to explore how interactions can express panel se-
quence segmentation, we tried to keep the other in�uences on panel sequence segmen-
tation — such as narrative structure and spatial arrangement — as constant as possible. 
Therefore, there are no obvious twists or jumps in the narrative. However, even when 
trying to limit the narrative structure, in a story there will always be a force to push the 
story forward. In this case, the actions of the character are changing during the 24-hour 
time-span and so does the corresponding environment.

The drawing style of the panels is simple and clear, in only black and white. Almost no 
text is used, and no symbols are applied. The frame shape and size are identical for each 
panel, as well as the visual gaps between the panels. No visual elements are used to 
directly indicate the story time. For example, no shadow to indicate day or night. The 
change in time can only be observed from the actions of the character (such as eating, 
sitting, talking, walking, etc.) and the environments that �t the actions (such as dining 
table, o�ce, meeting room, park, etc.).

After the panel sequence was created, eight phasels (seven phasel gaps) were identi�ed 
by me as the author (Figure 5.1). The intention of the author was to use the phasel gaps 
to communicate a faster-moving story time compared to the phasels. For example, in 
Phasels 1 and 2 the author wants to express that the character is staying at home, and 
slowly getting prepared for work (Phasel 1). Then — in the phasel gap — there is an in-
crease in story-time speed, as the character arrives very quickly at work (phasel gap 1). In 
Phasel 2 the work pace of the character becomes slow again. In other words, the author 
did not want to use the narrative structure or the spatial arrangement to communicate 
the di�erence in story time between phasel and phasel gap. Instead, the aim was to 
use the timing and visual appearance of the interaction as a strategy of panel sequence 
segmentation in the design of d-Comics.
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5.2.2.2 Design of interaction

The goal of this experiment was to investigate how interaction could be used as a panel 
sequence segmentation strategy. It was intended to express di�erences in the story time 
between a phasel (time passing slowly) and a phasel gap (time passing fast). The interac-
tion between the reader and the d-Comics should be able to present these di�erences in 
speed. The web-based d-Comics was presented as a linear panel sequence on a touch-
screen tablet. When the left side of a panel was tapped the sequence moved backward, 
and when the right side of the panel was tapped the sequence moved forward.

A common way to express the increase in speed is to use motion lines (Cohn, 2013b; 
Cohn & Stephen, 2015; McCloud, 1993). The object or character to which the motion 
lines are attached should be recognised by the reader as moving faster, compared to the 
ones without motion lines. Therefore, one of the ways in this experiment to present the 
change in story time is by using motion lines in phasel gaps to indicate that the story 
time is faster than within phasels. If the motion lines would always be displayed in the 
phasel gaps, the segmentation would be based on the di�erence in spatial arrangement. 
However, if the motion lines only appear as a reaction to the reader’s input during the 
reading process — for example, swiping the touch-screen to advance to the next panel 
— it should be considered as part of the interaction (Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2: Motion lines appear at the phasel gap.

Another way to create an interaction-based panel sequence segmentation is to create a 
link between the speed of the visualisation and the di�erences in story time. For exam-
ple, the speed with which the phasels and phasel gaps are delivered — when they move 
in and out of the visible area of the screen after a tap — could change based on the story 
time. The di�erences in the story time are represented by di�erent panel delivery speeds 
between phasel and phasel gap.

It could be possible to experiment with other input methods, such as swiping or pinch-
ing the screen. However, for the purpose of the experiment, it was decided to keep the 
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input method the same, and rather focus on the output visualisations. The two output 
methods — display of motion lines and the change of delivery speed — are the direct 
visualisations su�cient for expressing the author’s design intentions of story time.

Four conditions with or without the two output methods were created based on the 
same d-Comics (Table 5.1). Condition 1 used both the motion lines and speed change, 
conditions 2 and 3 only used one of the output methods, and condition 4 was the con-
trol group which uses none of the output methods. In condition 1, the reader normally 
observed that the panel sequence moves from panel to panel with a duration of 2 
seconds after a tap. However, if a phasel gap occurred between two panels, the duration 
of the panel sequence movement after a tap was only 1 second. Within this 1 second 
the motion lines would also appear. In condition 2, the duration of the panel sequence 
movement was 2 seconds, but changed to a duration of 1 second when a phasel gap 
occurred. In condition 3, the duration of the panel sequence movement was always 1 
second, and motion lines would appear when a phasel gap occurred. In condition 3, the 
changes in story time di�erence were expressed only through the use of motion lines. 
In condition 4, the duration of the panel sequence movement was always 1 second, and 
there were no further changes when a phasel gap occurred.

Table 5.1: Four Latin-squared test conditions of interactive transitions between phasels.

With Speed Change (S+) Without Speed Change (S-)

With Motion Lines (M+) S+M+ (Condition 1) S-M+ (Condition 3)

Without Motion Lines (M-) S+M- (Condition 2) S-M- (Condition 4)

5.2.2.3 Design of questionnaire

A questionnaire was designed to collect basic information from the participants and to 
test their basic understanding of comics (“Before-Test Questionnaire” in Appendix IV). 
Furthermore, a feedback questionnaire was designed to collect the data related to the 
panel sequence segmentation and about the duration estimation (“In-Test Question-
naire” in Appendix IV). The panels were aligned in a circle to prevent any predetermined 
segmentation (as in a circle there is no start and end point). Furthermore, a circle layout 
would not have to be broken and could �t easily into a page layout.
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5.2.3 Procedure

The experiments were conducted in a meeting room with chairs for the researchers and 
the participant, a table, pens, a touch-screen tablet for interacting with the d-Comics, 
a smart phone for audio-recording and experiment documents (including the consent 
form and the two questionnaires). The tablet included an introduction d-Comics (Figure 
5.3) to instruct the participants about the tasks and the four conditions that would be 
displayed in a fully permutated order for this within-group study.

Figure 5.3: Panels of the introduction d-Comics.

During the experiment, the participant had to �ll in several forms: a consent form, a test 
questionnaire with general information questions (i.e. about the comic reading experi-
ence and about the understanding of the comic style) and then four feedback question-
naires to be �lled in after interacting with each test condition. In each feedback ques-
tionnaire, the participant had to indicate their segmentation decisions and the reasons 
about the segmentation decisions. At the end of the experiment, the participant was 
interviewed for general feedback about the experiment.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Variables & data structures

Before conducting the data analysis, the variables and data structure will be introduced 
in this section.

5.3.1.1 The two independent variables

As described in Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.2.2.2, two factors were designed to investi-
gate the e�ect of interaction: the motion lines factor and the speed change factor. The 
two factors will be considered as the two independent variables in the analysis.

5.3.1.2 The dependent variables

There were four situations that appeared in participants’ segmentation results compared 
to the intended segmentation from the author (Table 5.2). The categories in the table 
describe how the segmentation identi�ed by the participant matches the intended seg-
mentations from the author. The intended segmentation refers to the eight phasel gaps 
described in the experiment design. If the participant identi�ed segmentation at these 
phasel gaps, the answer was considered as correct (S1). If the participant didn’t identify a 
segmentation at these phasel gaps, the answer was considered as incorrect (S3). The not 
intended segmentation refers to the other 16 gaps that are not phasel gaps. If the partic-
ipants didn’t identify a segmentation at these panel gaps, the answer was considered as 
correct (S4). If the participant identi�ed a segmentation at these panel gaps, the answer 
was considered as incorrect (S2).

Table 5.2: Four possible outcomes of the coding scheme to compare the results from the participants 

with the intention of the author.

Participant identi�ed 
segmentation

Participant did not identify 
segmentation

Intended segmentation Correct (S1)                   Incorrect (S3)                          

Not intended segmentation Incorrect (S2)                           Correct (S4)   

We named the reader’s (i.e. participant’s) phasel recognition at each visual gap as RGap, 
and the author-intended phasel gaps as IGap. Two dependent variables are summarised 
from this table: IGapCorrect — the correct number of RGaps compared with IGap (S1 + 
S4); IGapIncorrect — the incorrect number of RGaps compared with IGaps (S2 + S3)
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To further conduct the main analysis, we introduce one more dependent variable: IGap-
PercTot — the correct percentage of each RGap compared with IGap. Because the main 
analysis will be conducted with a between-group method, IGapPercTot is divided into 
four groups: IGapPercTotC1 represents IGapPercTot in condition 1. IGapPercTotC2 repre-
sents IGapPercTot in condition 2. IGapPercTotC3 represents IGapPercTot in condition 3 
IGapPercTotC4 represents IGapPercTot in condition 4.

5.3.1.3 The covariate

In order to observe more signi�cant e�ects in the analysis, we compared the author-in-
tended phasel gaps (IGap) and the majority’s (over 50% of the participants identi�cation) 
identi�ed phasel gaps (F5Gap) as the covariate: F5GapPercTot — the correct percentage 
of each RGap compared with F5Gap. Also, F5GapPercTot is divided into four groups: 
F5GapPercTotC1 represents F5GapPercTot in condition 1. F5GapPercTotC2 represents 
F5GapPercTot in condition 2. F5GapPercTotC3 represents F5GapPercTot in condition 3. 
F5GapPercTotC4 represents F5GapPercTot in condition 4.

5.3.1.4 Data structures

A data sheet was created in SPSS. It captures the reader’s phasel recognition at each 
visual gap (RGap) in each condition. A segmentation line indicated in the questionnaire 
is counted as 1, otherwise 0. We call this data structure the Reader’s Gap Structure (RGS). 
Then we introduced the author-intended phasel gaps (IGap) and the majority’s (over 
50%) identi�ed phasel gaps (F5Gap) with the same calculation rule. The Intended Gap 
Structure (IGS) and the majority’s identi�ed gap structure (F5GS) were created.

5.3.2 Standard deviation

5.3.2.1 Participants

Twenty-four participants (15 female and 9 male) were recruited from the Eindhoven Uni-
versity of Technology. Their age ranged from 19 to 30, with a mean of 23.58. Except for 
two, all participants had prior experience with reading comics. Interestingly — but not 
unexpectedly — most participants (19 out of 24) indicated that they had read comics 
digitally before, either on the Internet or with special software (such as a smart phone or 
tablet application). Based on the participants’ answers from the �rst questionnaire (the 
“Before-Test Questionnaire” in Appendix V), all participants were able to recognise and 
understand the drawing style and content of the d-Comics in the experiment.
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5.3.2.2 Phasel recognition

Figure 5.4 shows the total number of identi�ed segmentations in each visual gap combined 
for all the four conditions. The author intended the segmentations to be placed at Gaps 
2, 7, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 24. Therefore, any segmentation placed in another visual gap is 
considered incorrect. In the case where all the participants would place the segmentations 
correctly in all four conditions, the number of correct segmentations should be 96 (four 
conditions, 24 participants). In Figure 5.4 the correct gaps are coloured green, and the in-
correct gaps are red. The line on the y-axis represents the threshold of half of the correct/in-
correct rate (48). Gap 24 is the gap between the �rst and last panel. In 91 cases the gap was 
identi�ed as a segmentation, which means that every participant could recognise this gap 
as a phasel gap. The correct phasel gaps, which were identi�ed in more than 50% of the 
segmentations, are Gap 17 (67.71%), Gap 11 (57.29%) and Gap 14 (56.25%). Gap 2 (46.88%) 
and Gap 7 (42.71%) were almost identi�ed in more than 50% of the segmentations. Gap 
16 (36.46%) and Gap 15 (26.04%) received a lower identi�ed rate. Gap 14 to Gap 17 are all 
individual phasel gaps and therefore di�cult to be recognised or remembered. In general, 
the designed phasel gaps received a higher segmentation rate than the other visual gaps.

Gap 3 (64.58%) and Gap 10 (61.46%) received more than 50% of the segmentation rate, 
although they were not intended segmentations by the author. As described in Section 
5.2.2.1, in the story there were still some character action changes and environmental 
changes to keep the panel sequence moving forward in the story time. Gap 3 and Gap 10 
contain environment transitions that might in�uence the participants’ decision.

Figure 5.4: The total amount of identi�ed segmentations in each visual gap over all four test conditions.
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5.3.3 Main analysis

5.3.3.1  IGapCorrect & IGapIncorrect

Each participant answered the “In-Test Questionnaire” for identifying segmentation 
in each condition, for four di�erent conditions. In each feedback questionnaire, the 
maximum segmentations that could be made in one panel sequence was twenty-four. 
The �rst visual gap (between Panels 1 & 2) was identi�ed as Gap 1, the second visual 
gap (between Panels 2 & 3) as Gap 2, and so on, until the visual gap between Panel 24 
(the ending panel) and Panel 1 (the starting panel) as Gap 24 (Section 11). Therefore, the 
total number of segmentations that a participant could identify within one condition 
was 24, and within all four conditions was 96. From the condition point of view — since 
each condition contains the data collected from 24 participants — the maximum total 
number of identi�ed segmentations is 576.

As explained in Section 5.2.2.2, condition 1 used both the motion lines and the speed 
change output, while conditions 2 and 3 both used only one of the outputs (respective-
ly, speed change and motion lines), and condition 4 was the control group which used 
none of the output. The results of the correct segmentations by the participants are 
(from high to low): condition 1 (420 correct segmentations), condition 3 (419), condition 
2 (414), condition 4 (402). The results for the incorrect segmentations by the participants 
are: condition 4 (174 incorrect segmentations), condition 2 (162), condition 3 (157), 
condition 1 (156) (Figure 5.5). Condition 4 is the control condition and received the most 
incorrect answers (174).

Figure 5.5: The total number of IGapCorrects & IGapIncorrects in each condition.
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5.3.3.2 MANCOVA

To investigate the in�uence of the two designed factors (motion lines and speed 
change) to the reader’s phasel recognition, further analysis was conducted. To observe 
the e�ect of the two factors (speed change and motion lines) of interaction, a MANOVA 
with repeat measurements was conducted. The dependent variable is IGapPercTot. No 
signi�cant result was found. We suspect that the personal preference could in�uence the 
reader’s phasel recognition. Thus, a MANCOVA with F5GapPercTot as the covariate was 
conducted. Several e�ects became signi�cant. The signi�cant values are marked yellow 
in the following tables. The full data can be found in Appendix VI.

Table 5.3: Measure IGap Identi�cation.

SpeedChange MotionLines Dependent Variable

1 (with) 1 (with) IGapPercTotTC1

2 (without) IGapPercTotTC2

2 (without) 1 (with) IGapPercTotTC3

2 (without) IGapPercTotTC4

Table 5.4: Descriptive Statistics.

Mean Std. Deviation N

TC1 Percentage of all I-gaps correctly identi�ed 72.92 9.11 24

TC2 Percentage of all I-gaps correctly identi�ed 71.88 15.65 24

TC3 Percentage of all I-gaps correctly identi�ed 72.74 10.35 24

TC4 Percentage of all I-gaps correctly identi�ed 69.79 12.24 24

Table 5.5: All e�ects without covariate.

E�ect Value F Hypothe-
sis df

Error df Sig. Noncent. 
Parameter

Observed 
Powerc

Speed Pillai’s 
Trace

0.005 .103b 1 19 0.752 0.103 0.061

Motion Pillai’s 
Trace

0.065 1.311b 1 19 0.266 1.311 0.193

Speed * 
Motion

Pillai’s 
Trace

0.101 2.146b 1 19 0.159 2.146 0.285

As shown in the tables, most signi�cant values appear with the motion lines factor. The 
interaction of the two factors is also signi�cant. The e�ect of speed change as a factor is 
not signi�cant. Speed change contributes only if the motion lines factor is given.
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5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Interactions as a segmentation strategy

5.4.1.1 The third strategy

As reported in Section 5.3.3.2, no signi�cant value was found when conducting a MANO-
VA with only IGapPercTot as the dependent variable to investigate the e�ect with the 
two factors (speed change and motion lines). However, after including F5GapPercTot as 
the covariate, several signi�cant values were found. We believe this result can be inter-
preted as the e�ects of the factors is masked by the personal tendency to follow their 
own segmentation structure. In another word, the interaction can a�ect reader’s identi-
�cation of the panel sequence segmentation, but the personal preference still plays an 
important part in the process.

With this result, we can add interaction as the third strategy together with the narrative 
structure and spatial arrangement.

5.4.1.2 Limitations of interaction as a segmentation strategy

The reported result also showed that only motion lines and the combination of motion 
lines and speed change can a�ect the reader’s segmentation identi�cation. Only the 
chosen speed change cannot have a signi�cant e�ect. From the answer of the question 
of the reason for making segmentation, several participants mentioned that only speed 
change without visual aid feels like a display delay of the tablet instead of recognising it 
as part of the author’s intention.

The di�erence in duration to express fast or slow changes in story time was chosen to be 
1 second and 2 seconds. According to the results, the experiment condition (condition 2) 
which only used the speed change didn’t in�uence the reader’s understanding of story 
time. The combination of speed change with motion lines was needed to convey the sto-
ry time change. But how short can the duration be, so that the reader will still sense the 
di�erence? And how long can the duration be before it becomes an obstacle to reading? 
How much visual feedback needs to be displayed so that it is still recognisable but will 
not cause a cognitive overload?

Thus, the chosen speed change e�ect as a panel sequence segmentation strategy has 
limitations. The segmentation created by interaction is not as absolute as the physical 
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page. The e�ect may not be recognised by the reader. It requires further exploration to 
investigate the e�ect of di�erent interactions, and the combination with narrative struc-
ture and spatial arrangement.

5.4.1.3 Distinguishable segmentation

As reported in Section 5.3.2.2, Gap 14, 15, 16 and 17 were not identi�ed as phasel gaps 
by more than 50% of the participants. One reason could be that Panels 15, 16 and 17 are 
all designed as single-panel phasels. In this case, the reader sees the same interaction 
feedback at every phasel gap frequently. Therefore, there is no clear di�erence in interac-
tion feedback between the three phasels (three panels). Thus, when creating phasels in a 
panel sequence it is necessary to take into consideration how to design distinguishable 
segmentations:

1. The same interaction is applied to every panel.  
There are no di�erences in interaction, and the segmentation cannot be conveyed.

2. Di�erent interactions are applied to di�erent panels within a phasel. 
There are too many variations in the interaction, and the reader might misunderstand 
the relation among the panels within a phasel.

3. The same interactions are applied to all the panels in di�erent phasels, but the interaction 
in the phasel gap is di�erent.  
Whether the segmentation is understood would depend on the number of di�erenc-
es of the interaction in the phasel gap compared to the other interactions.

4. The same interaction is applied to all the panels in a phasel. 
It could help the reader to understand the connection between the panels within the 
phasel.

5. All the panels in one phasel have the same interactions but are di�erent from all the 
panels in another phasel.  
It may help the reader to understand the di�erences between phasels.

5.4.2 The existence of fadel

Section 5.3.2.2 also showed that Gap 3 and 10 were identi�ed as phasel gaps by more 
than 50% of the participants, although these were not intended as phasel gaps by the 
author. Gap 2 and 11 are the author-de�ned phasel gaps. As we can see from Appendix 
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IV, Panel 3 (between Gaps 2 & 3) describes the main character leaving home and walking 
into the university, while Panel 10 (between Gaps 10 & 11) describes the character leav-
ing university. The character in these two panels is in a phasel that the previous status is 
fading out and the next status is starting to build up. This panel status �ts the de�nition 
of fadel, as discussed in Section 3.5.2. This type of transitional panel has a connection 
with both the previous and the next phasel. But due to the fading connection both con-
tent wise and visual wise, the panel sequence segmentation may not be identi�ed by the 
readers accurately. The panel can be identi�ed as an independent phasel, but can also be 
identi�ed to belong to the previous or the next phasel.

The result from this experiment again suggested that besides phasel as a clear panel 
sequence segmentation, there exists another category of the recognised panel sequence 
segmentation which is not that clear. A fadel represents one phasel that moves subtly to 
another.

5.4.3 Author’s intention vs reader’s identi�cation

The result described in Section 5.3.2.2 showed that the reader’s identi�cation of segmen-
tation can be di�erent from the author’s intention. Readers have di�erent preferences of 
identifying segmentation. The current panel sequence segmentation strategies (nar-
rative structure, spatial arrangement, interaction) can be considered as a framework of 
categorising the preferences of a reader. With more further study of the readers’ prefer-
ences, panel sequence segmentation in d-Comics can be better designed. The author 
can de�ne and strengthen the expression of the segmentations to let the majority of the 
readers understand. If a study of the preference of the independent reader is conducted, 
a d-Comics with personalised panel sequence segmentation can also be created.

The panel sequence segmentation categories we observed and de�ned (phasel and 
fadel) are a vocabulary to capture how panels are grouped in d-Comics, without the 
existence of physical pages. Although we can study whether the reader can recognise 
the intended segmentation, it is the author’s decision which panels belong or don’t 
belong to each other. There is no absolutely correct segmentation in d-Comics. De�ning 
segmentations is the freedom of the author based on the storytelling intention. For ex-
ample, Panels 15 and 16 in Ithaka (Appendix I), from the collected readers’ identi�cation, 
both belong to a phasel starting from Panel 6 until Panel 30. However, from the perspec-
tive of the author, a segmentation in Gap 15 (between Panels 15 and 16) could be creat-
ed to generate suspense — The warrior swings his sword towards the monster. What will 
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happen next? Can he hit the monster? What’s his movement? What’s the reaction of the 
monster? Will the monster attack? — Because a segmentation exists, the reader cannot 
immediately verify any guess until moving through the segmentation.

The example revealed that the three strategies of designing panel sequence segmenta-
tion are not always uni�ed. An author-intended segmentation can be segmented by one 
or two or three strategies, while the left one or two is/are still connected. The example 
discussed can be seen as having a strong connection both in the narrative structure (it’s 
in an ongoing �ghting process) and the spatial arrangement (except for the movements 
of the character and camera angle, the environment, object, drawing style remain the 
same). Thus, it would be the role of interaction to meet the author’s intention of creating 
suspense.

5.4.4 How to apply strategies for segmentation

For d-Comics creators, how to apply the three strategies for di�erent screens after the 
segmentation in the panel sequence have been de�ned? For example, in Experiment 
1, the largest phasel identi�ed was a 24-panel group (Panels 7-30 in Ithaka). On a smart 
phone, this phasel might have to be displayed one panel at a time, while on a 9.7-inch 
tablet it might have to be segmented into more than three panel groups.

Screen space < Phasel display space : When the screen space is smaller than the display 
space needed for all the panels in one phasel, it is certain that the visual space of a pha-
sel will be segmented. To communicate the concept of a phasel in this situation would 
mean strengthening the connection of panels within the phasel with the three strate-
gies. For example, uni�ed frame colour or background, and the same feedback of all the 
panels in reacting to the reader’s input can be applied to indicate the connection.

Screen space = Phasel display space : When a phasel �ts the screen space, it is the layout 
within the phasel that needs to be arranged according to the author’s storytelling inten-
tion. However, it is unlikely that all phasels in the comic story contain the same number 
of panels. It is more likely that one phasel �ts the screen space while many others don’t. 
In this case, the segmentation design of the �t phasel should also be coherent with the 
rest phasels.

Screen space > Phasel display space : When the screen space is large enough to display 
more than a phasel needs, the panels in the phasel could be scaled with the same 
proportion within the range of acceptable resolution. In this case, the segmentation be-
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tween phasels can still contain all three strategies. If panels that belong to di�erent pha-
sels are displayed at the same time on the screen, we can only use the narrative structure 
and elements in the visual space strategy to create distinguishable segmentations.

The detailed ways of applying the strategies require further study of the author’s seg-
mentation intention, and more cases.

5.4.5 The challenges of designing d-Comics

The challenges described in Section 2.4.2 can now be discussed with the existing results.

Challenge 1: Segmentation of panels caused by di�erent screens : The phasels in comics 
developed for Experiment 1 could consist of between one and twenty-four panels, based 
on the interpretation of the reader. This might cause a problem for devices with di�erent 
display sizes. A small-screen device cannot display a phasel with a large number of pan-
els, while a large-screen device will have quite some empty display space if the phasel 
has a small number of panels.

When a small-screen device needs to display d-Comics, it is almost inevitable that visual 
segmentations within the phasel have to be generated. However, we have learned that 
the segmentation of panels in d-Comics is not only visual, but also about the combina-
tion of narrative structure, spatial arrangement and interaction. A possible solution when 
segmentations within a phasel need to occur due to limited display size is to use other 
strategies to indicate the relation. For example, visual cues can be given by using the 
same coloured frames of panels which are members of the same phasel, and other frame 
colours for panels which are a member of di�erent phasels, and for a fadel, the frame 
colour could be a combination of the adjacent phasels. The interaction could also use, 
for example, di�erent interaction mechanisms such as scrolling panels horizontally in the 
same phasel while scrolling panels vertically in the next phasel.

When a large screen is displaying d-Comics, a single phasel could be displayed with a 
large area of negative space around it, or multiple phasels could be displayed at once. 
The former maintains the correlation of panel segmentation and the visible/invisible sta-
tus. The latter would show phasel(s) when the phasel(s) shouldn’t necessarily be visible. 
In this situation, we can use the combination of visual and interaction strategies to main-
tain the visible and invisible status. For example, only one phasel at a time is lightened, 
while the other phasels on the screen are darkened and blurred. The interaction of the 
reader will in�uence the status of the panels.
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In general, it is necessary to consider the expression of connection when d-Comics are 
displayed on small-screen devices, while on large-screen devices it is more important to 
consider the expression of distinction.

Challenge 2: Segmentation of panels caused by the reader : The experiment setting in Ex-
periment 1 allowed readers to have full control over the scrolling of the panel sequence, 
no matter whether the panels are fully visible or not. However, based on the results of 
Experiment 1 it was concluded that the readers were still able to identify segmentations. 
This would mean that the interpretation of the segmentations is not only dependent on 
the visual segmentation. After all, there are still the narrative structure and several visual 
cues such as character and environment that can express the segmentation. However, to 
strengthen the expression, more spatial arrangement and interaction can be added.

Challenge 3: Moving through segmentation : In printed comics the page-�ip interaction 
integrates two aspects: it allows the reader to move through the panel segmentation, 
and it changes the visibility of the panels. The interaction in d-Comics also can allow 
the reader to move through the panel segmentation but does not necessarily change 
the visibility of the panels. This is de�ned by the attributes of the new carrier. Therefore, 
besides using the segmentation strategies to express phasels, it could be possible to 
design a distinguished interaction mechanism for changing the visibility of the panels. 
For example, when phasels are placed in a three-dimensional space (see the prototypes 
described in Section 14), moving through panels within a phasel could be done through 
movements on a horizontal axis. Switching between phasels could be achieved while 
moving the electronic device back and forth, or as more complex angles in 3D space.

How to design for moving through segmentations in d-Comics is still a challenge, since 
it requires a balance between recognisable distinction and uni�cation. The purpose of 
designing for segmentation is to attract readers to continue reading. If the design is too 
complicated and requires readers to split their attention from the comics itself, it will 
create a reading experience which is less pleasant. To fully explore the design space and 
develop a deeper understanding of moving through segmentations, it is necessary that 
a wide range of practitioners have the possibility to develop di�erent alternatives.
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5.5 Conclusion

Experiment 3 applied the understanding of panel sequence segmentation framework 
found in Chapter 3 with a design for segmentation based on two strategies identi�ed in 
Chapter 4: narrative segmentation and spatial arrangement. The interaction was de-
signed to observe the e�ect as a panel sequence segmentation strategy.

The results showed that the understanding of panel sequence segmentation and the 
strategies of panel sequence segmentation can be applied when creating d-Comics. 
Also, the interaction can be considered as a strategy for expressing panel sequence 
segmentation.

Thus, the answer to the second research question (What could be the strategies of the 
segmentation in d-Comics when designing panel sequence segmentations?) can be up-
dated. There are three strategies for the segmentation in d-Comics: narrative structure, 
spatial arrangement, and interaction.

The three strategies are strongly connected with one other. The narrative structure relies 
on the spatial arrangement to be conveyed. Furthermore, for the reader to be able to 
read the panel sequence in d-Comics, the interaction method needs to be de�ned. This 
method should specify the input the reader can perform as a trigger and the output 
that is used for the panel delivery. A typical segmentation should be a combination of 
segmentation in the narrative structure, with more spatial arrangement di�erences (such 
as the change of environment, character, text, colour, etc.) than non-segmentation gaps, 
and with recognisable interaction di�erence from non-segmentation gaps. However, 
a segmentation with the author’s intention of building suspense can have a strong 
connection in the narrative structure and the spatial arrangement, but only by applying 
interaction to create the segmentation.
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This dissertation studied the topic of creating segmentations in panel sequences in 
d-Comics. It started from the observation that there is a trend in comics in which printed 
paper books are transitioning to digital environment and electronic devices (Chapter 1).

6.1 Answers to the research questions

Based on this transition, background information was provided about how comics are 
constructed and what the bene�ts are of printed paper books compared to the current 
digital environment (Chapter 2). It was observed that physical paper o�ers a natural 
segmentation of panel sequences. However, in the new carrier, which is based on the 
digital environment and electronic devices, this natural segmentation is challenged. 
These challenges are: 1) segmentation of panels caused by di�erent screens; 2) segmen-
tation of panels caused by the method of reading (for example, what if the reader pauses 
interaction in between two panels?); and 3) large design space combining the virtual 
visual space (3D possibilities and in�nite canvas) and potential interactions (o�ered by 
the sensors and the input devices). To be able to respond to these challenges, it was �rst 
necessary to investigate whether a similar segmentation unit as the page in paper com-
ics also exists in d-Comics. This research question was further broken into two sub-ques-
tions: How is a panel sequence segmented in d-Comics? What could be the strategies of 
the segmentation in d-Comics when designing panel sequence segmentations?

Q1: How is a panel sequence segmented in d-Comics?

The results from Experiment 1 (Chapter 3), 2 (Chapter 4) and 3 (Chapter 5) showed that 
panel sequences in d-Comics can be segmented. Moreover, we discovered two types of 
panel sequence segmentation and grouping units from Experiment 1. As an answer to 
the �rst research question (How is a panel sequence segmented in d-Comics?), a new vo-
cabulary was proposed to address the �ndings. It includes phasel, fadel and phasel gap. 
The phasel (created by combining phase, sequel and panel) in d-Comics is a set of panels 
that belong to each other. This set of panels cannot be further decomposed into smaller 
phasels. A phasel describes a strong relationship among a certain number of panels and 
a signi�cant di�erence with other phasels determined by the author’s consideration of 
storytelling. The fadel (created by combining fade and sequel) is a set of panels that the 
author considers to belong partly to the previous phasel and to the next phasel. There-
fore, a fadel describes an overlapping transition between two phasels. It contains both 
the fading out of the previous phasel and the fading in of the next phasel, as determined 
by the author’s consideration of storytelling. The phasel gap represents phasel-level 
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segmentation. It is to be distinguished from the regular visual gap between panels (also 
known as the panel gap or panel gutter). As long as there are two panels, there must 
be a visual gap. But the visual gap does not necessarily need to be a phasel gap. Only 
when two phasels are identi�ed can the visual gap represent a phasel gap. When a fadel 
is identi�ed — which means there are two overlapping phasels — there cannot be a 
phasel gap between the overlapping phasels.

The new vocabulary is one of the main contributions from this research. It captures a 
panel-level organisation that can be applied to the design of d-Comics by the author and 
can be understood by the reader.

Q2: What could be the strategies of the segmentation in 
d-Comics when designing panel sequence segmentations?

In Experiment 2, the principles of segmentation in d-Comics were further investigated. 
Two strategies of expressing segmentation in d-Comics were identi�ed and examined: 
the narrative structure (story time) and the spatial arrangement (environment, character, 
object, symbol, text, frame/panel shape, camera angle and drawing style). Interaction as 
a potential strategy was addressed but not investigated due to the experiment settings.

The new vocabulary and three strategies (narrative structure, spatial arrangement and 
interaction) were applied in Experiment 3. Besides studying the application of the strate-
gies, we also wanted to explore how the interaction could be used as a separate strategy 
to in�uence the reader’s understanding of segmentation. The results showed that the 
vocabulary and strategies can be applied when designing d-Comics.

A MANCOVA test with two factors (Motion lines and Speed change) in interaction design 
was conducted to analyse the results in Experiment 3. The dependent variable was the 
author-de�ned phasel gaps where the factors were applied. By including the read-
er-identi�ed phasel gaps (more than 50% of all participants) as the covariate, signi�cant 
e�ects of the Motion lines and the combination of Motion lines and Speed change were 
found. This result showed that interaction can be a strategy for panel sequence segmen-
tation in d-Comics. The second research question (What could be the strategies of the 
segmentation in d-Comics when designing panel sequence segmentations?) is answered 
— There are three strategies of the segmentation in d-Comics: narrative structure, spatial 
arrangement, and interaction.
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The three strategies are strongly connected with each other. The narrative structure re-
lies on the spatial arrangement to be conveyed. Furthermore, for the reader to be able to 
read the panel sequence in d-Comics, the interaction method needs to be de�ned. This 
method should specify the input the reader can perform as a trigger and the output that 
is used for the panel delivery.

6.2 Segmentation of panels in d-Comics and printed comics

As discussed in Chapter 2, the essence of comics is sequentiality. In theory, a panel 
sequence doesn’t need to be segmented if the canvas is long enough. The segmenta-
tion is caused by the physical constraints of the carriers. In this dissertation, we mainly 
compare two carriers: books with pages for printed comics, and screen-based electronic 
devices for d-Comics. The segmentation vocabulary created should be considered as a 
categorising method for designing the display of panels in d-Comics. The segmentation 
can re�ect the author’s interpretation of storytelling, the narrative categories, and the 
reader’s comprehension of the comics. The segmentation can lead to the layout design 
within the display space. The segmentation is the main space for designing interaction 
that can support the author’s storytelling intention. In other words, segmentation in 
d-Comics is not equal to emptiness. There is no panel in the segmentation, but there is 
interaction design. Segmentation is the white space that the author leaves, but it is also 
the imagination space for the reader.

The panel sequence segmentation in printed comics and d-Comics: This dissertation has 
discovered and described a panel-level relation (phasel, fadel, and phasel gap) that is 
independent of carriers. This level of segmentation, decided by the author, exists before 
the panel sequence is placed into the carrier. The panel sequence segmentation in print-
ed comics is �xed with the carrier. The relation of segmented panels to �t in one page 
with this physical page is exclusive. The spatial layout of the panels on that printed page 
is also �xed. The segmentation caused by physical pages is not the same concept as 
phasel and fadel. The number of panels a phasel/fadel contains may not �t in one page 
(or a spread) — with the materials in Experiment 1, the number of panels in one phasel 
can reach to 24. In this case, a phasel will be physically segmented by pages.

However, screen-based electronic devices can use the combination of display and inter-
action to create the feeling of an in�nite canvas. This means segmentation in d-Comics 
can be completely mapped with the author-intended segmentations. But since there 
are di�erent sizes of the screen-based electronic devices, the spatial arrangement of the 
segmented panels could be di�erent.
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The segmentation strategies in printed comics and d-Comics: We identi�ed three strategies 
for panel sequence segmentation in d-Comics: narrative structure, spatial arrangement, 
and interaction. Both printed comics and d-Comics share the same narrative structure 
since it’s abstract and therefore not a�ected by the carrier. The other two strategies can 
be also found in printed comics, but are predetermined by the physical pages. In printed 
comics, the spatial arrangement is subject to the physical size of the page, while the 
interaction is to �ip the page.In d-Comics, the author can determine the choice of the 
strategies. The screen-based electronic devices can display a large canvas (can even be a 
virtual 3D space) to place panels. There are more interaction possibilities such as tap-
ping, swiping, scrolling, dragging, pinching to zoom, etc.

Designing panel sequence segmentation in printed comics and d-Comics: In printed comics, 
the author has to �t the storytelling intention with the physical pages. For example, if 
a phasel is supposed to have six panels, but a page can only �t �ve, the author has to 
either mix the content to reduce the number of panels, or reduce one panel. In another 
example, if a phasel is supposed to have two panels, but the page can �t more, the au-
thor can stretch sizes of the two panels, or add more panels to the phasel, or leave empty 
space on the page. The two examples show that the design of panel sequence segmen-
tation in printed comics is constrained by the physical pages. However, in d-Comics, the 
intended segmentation doesn’t have to be compromised by the physical pages. More 
design of spatial arrangement and interaction can be considered to �t the storytelling 
purpose.

This understanding of panel sequence segmentation in d-Comics should be considered 
as a new framework for the creation of d-Comics, with the potential to change the tradi-
tional process of creating comics.

Page-based panel sequence segmentation uses the page as a starting point; although 
this has several bene�ts, it can also force unnecessary segmentation within larger pha-
sels. However, based on our framework, the author can �rst create the panels without 
the box (page), and then decide how the panels can �t into di�erent types of boxes 
(displays of electronic devices) by deciding the panel relations. To be more speci�c, the 
author can create panels �rst without considering how they �t on a concrete carrier. 
When the panel sequence is �nished, the author should decide the relations (segmenta-
tions and connections) of the panels. The author can apply the strategies to strengthen 
or weaken the connections and segmentations among panels to convey the panel level 
relation for di�erent electronic devices. The spatial relation and interaction may vary 
between di�erent devices, but the author’s storytelling intention can remain coherent.
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This chapter contains the limitations of the research (Section 7.1) and discussions (Sec-
tion 7.2), and outlines future work (Section 7.3).

7.1 Limitations

This section outlines several limitations of this research. Firstly, in Section 7.1.1, the lim-
itations caused by the decision to focus on linear panel sequences. Secondly, in Section 
7.1.2, the limitations caused by available technologies and time. And �nally, in Section 
7.1.3, the in�uence of personal preference on segmentation.

7.1.1 The linear panel sequence layout of d-Comics

As discussed in Chapter 2 and implemented in Experiment 3, the linear relation of panels 
is the basic starting point, while a non-linear relation (panel layout inside a page) is nor-
mally caused later due to the limitation of the carrier (such as the size of a page).

The linear reading order allows the reader to move from one panel to the next panel, 
which is spatially located next to the previous one. Non-linear relations can enable the 
reader to have more possibilities because multiple panels can be spatially juxtaposed 
on a page or the screen. For example, after �nishing a page, a reader could easily read 
back the �rst panel or see the size di�erences between all the panels without turning 
the page to sense the author’s storytelling intention. Such possibilities allow the reader 
to gain more information than a linear panel sequence could convey. For example, the 
meaning of the starting panel or a comparison of the emphasis conveyed by the di�er-
ent sizes of the panels.

So far, this dissertation only examined the segmentation strategies of the basic linear 
(horizontally positioned) panel sequence arrangement. Other spatial relations are not 
yet investigated, such as vertical panel arrangement, zigzag panel placement, multiple 
panel sequences, a three-dimensional virtual space in which the panels are placed in 
a grid, or placement in three dimensions so that the touch-screen device becomes a 
view�nder for the reader to search panels. Moreover, the possibilities that are o�ered by 
a digital environment are not investigated in detail. For example, hyperlinks can change 
the linearity of the panel sequence.
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7.1.2 The experiment equipment & technology choice

The design prototypes that were made in order to conduct the experiments in this 
dissertation are based on available technologies: mainly touch-screen devices and web-
based programming languages. In a typical scenario, the reader would read the d-Com-
ics on a 9.7-inch screen and change the panels by using their �nger to swipe the screen. 
This technology constrains the display space and the available interaction methods 
between the reader and d-Comics.

Other technologies, such as virtual reality could provide di�erent possibilities: for exam-
ple, by displaying panels in a three-dimensional virtual space and using di�erent hand 
gestures or body movement to trigger the panel delivery. Due to the time limitations of 
this research, several design prototypes were created, but not further investigated. The 
descriptions of these prototypes are included in Appendix VII.

7.1.3 The further relation of panel segmentation strategies

The results from Experiments 1 and 2 showed that di�erent panel segmentation strate-
gies could have di�erent in�uences on segmentation. For example, change of character, 
environment and colour are more easily noticed. Moreover, it can be di�cult to compare 
the visual elements between panels because each panel contains multiple elements. Dif-
ferent visual elements can all in�uence the reason why a reader identi�es segmentation: 
for example, the intensity of visual elements, the total number of visual elements, the 
location of visual elements within a panel, and whether certain visual elements appear 
or disappear.

Experiment 3 showed that the personal preference plays an important role in identifying 
segmentation (i.e. individual readers have di�erent sensitivities for di�erent elements). 
This phenomenon has also been observed from the questionnaire result of Experiment 1 
and the interview of Experiment 2.

This dissertation identi�es three strategies for panel-level segmentation in d-Comics. The 
relation of the strategies is strongly connected with each other: the narrative structure 
relies on the spatial arrangement to convey; interaction de�nes how a reader can read 
through the panels based on the spatial arrangement. But what about the e�ect of a 
visual element such as environment or character? And how to design for readers with a 
di�erent personal preference of segmentation? These questions require further study for 
a better understanding of panel segmentation strategies.
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7.2 Discussion

Based on the empirical studies and explorations with segmentation in d-Comics pre-
viously described, this section collects general discussions regarding understanding 
the essence of segmentation and interaction in d-Comics (Section 7.2.1), the di�erence 
between segmentation in d-Comics and other storytelling media (Section 7.2.2), and 
the connections of this research with the �eld of Human-Computer Interaction (Section 
7.2.3).

7.2.1 Visible & invisible

The panel sequence segmentation caused by physical pages inherently creates two 
di�erent status of panels: visible and invisible. It happens on a double-page spread basis. 
The visible area is the currently open spread, and the invisible areas are the previous and 
the next pages in the same volume. The visible area and the invisible area are constantly 
changing during reading when the page is turned. Figure 7.1 illustrates the moment 
when a reader is reading the spread of page 3 & 4. In this case, the spread of page 3 & 4 is 
the visible space, while the previous spread (page 1 & 2) and the next spread (page 5 & 6) 
are physically covered by the visible spread and therefore invisible.

Figure 7.1: The visible and invisible spreads.

Interaction — page-�ipping in printed comics — can change the status of the panels. 
The action of �ipping a page is essentially the choice of the reader to transition between 
visible and invisible. It de�nes which spread (two pages) should be visible, and therefore 
the rest of the pages will be invisible. Because of the physical existence of paper, once 
a spread is open in front of the reader, the rest of the pages are covered by these two 
pages. The interaction between a reader and a printed book can be described as: the 
input of the reader is �ipping a page, the output of the book is that one spread becomes 
visible while the rest is invisible.
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This transition of invisible to visible is crucial for the comic reading �ow. The reader 
knows that there are more panels printed on the rest of the pages: they are just invisible. 
The reader cannot see all the panels at once, and that’s how curiosity, suspense, surprise, 
emphasis and storytelling pace can be built. During the reading process, the unknown 
becomes known, while new unknowns are generated.

The understanding of visible and invisible can also be used to explain the interaction in 
d-Comics. Although there is an in�nite virtual space for placing panels, because there 
are many di�erent screen sizes, the number of visible panels will be di�erent on each de-
vice. Furthermore, since the digital canvas that holds the panels can be moved (such as 
scrolled and zoomed), the relation between panels and the screen is no longer as �xed 
as panels with physical pages. It means that a certain panel could have a third status 
besides being visible and invisible: partly visible and partly invisible. In Section 2.4.2 we 
addressed this issue as a challenge of segmentation in d-Comics. Moreover, this means 
in some situations when reading d-Comics that the reader’s input cannot always change the 
status of the panels from visible to invisible, or vice versa. After scrolling the digital canvas 
once, some visible panels can remain visible, some visible panels can become partly 
visible and partly invisible, and some invisible panels can become visible.

The segmentation of a panel sequence, the visible and invisible status of the panel se-
quence, and the page-�ipping interaction are well integrated into printed comic books 
and therefore easy to understand. The digital carrier, on the other hand, can provide 
unlimited virtual space and multiple interaction methods. Therefore, there could be one 
interaction for the reader to move through panel sequence segmentation, while another 
interaction for changing the visible and invisible status of panels inside one segmented 
panel group: for example, tapping a button to move to the next phasel, while scrolling 
up and down to read the vertically placed panels inside the current phasel.

7.2.2 d-Comics vs other storytelling media in digital environment

Storytelling in the digital environment and on electronic devices has rich possibilities. 
Novels, the d-Comics, animations or movies and video games can all be accessed from 
the same electronic device. Applications such as interactive novels, animated d-Comics, 
or video games containing animations, are blending the boundaries between individ-
ual storytelling media. McCloud used a set of criteria to di�erentiate what should and 
should not be included in d-Comics (McCloud, 2000). These criteria consisted of image, 
text, audio, and interaction. McCloud argues that when animation (dynamic image se-
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quence within a panel) and audio are involved, the reading �ow will be broken. However, 
interaction is an opportunity for designing d-Comics. The research described in this dis-
sertation acknowledged this opinion, by excluding audio and animations within panels 
and focusing on the design space created by interaction for the panels in d-Comics.

Figure 7.2 describes how storytelling media can be allocated in coordinates of the image 
sequence display frequency and the required interaction frequency.

 » Printed textbooks require a low level of interaction, mainly page-�ipping. Printed text-
books contain a limited number of images, therefore, the image frequency is low.

 » Printed comic books require the same low amount of interaction, mainly page-�ipping. 
This category contains more images compared to a textbook, but less than a movie.

 » Depending on how the movie is played, the movies can be separated into two main 
situations: the movies being played in a cinema, and the movies being played at home 
with a digital video player. The former provides no control for the audience. The latter 
can provide a variety of ways to interact with the movie. However, if a movie requires too 
much interactivity to continue, it could be categorised as a video game with some movie 
clips. The video games provide a certain number of image sequences to ensure the 
player is immersed. However, compared to the movies, video games require more active 
interaction input from the player.

 » The d-Comics contains an equivalent number of images as printed comic books. 
However, more interaction is required than a printed comic book. This is because – as 
discussed earlier – a screen-based electronic device can provide multiple options for the 
reader’s input and carrier’s output. For example, the reader’s input could be a tap, swipe, 
drag or pinch of the image that is displayed on the screen. The carrier’s output could be 
to show an image, show an animation, or show no reaction. While displaying an image, 
there are also many categories such as a zoom in/zoom out, blurring/sharpening, and 
colour change. While displaying an animation, the display of the image sequence can be 
simultaneous as a reaction to the reader’s input. The combination of the reader’s input 
and the carrier’s output can have many possibilities. The blue area with dash line aims to 
show that the boundaries of d-Comics with the related media are discussable. D-Comics 
displayed on a tablet can mimic printed comic books by limiting the interaction, with 
only swiping on the corners of the tablet. D-Comics can introduce higher image display 
frequency during the reader interaction with the tablet, so that it would be close to ani-
mation. D-Comics can require di�erent or more active input from the reader to continue 
reading, which would blur the boundaries of d-Comics with video games. 
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Figure 7.2: d-Comics vs other storytelling media.

As discussed in Section 7.2.1, the interaction of comics can change the visibility of the 
panels. From this aspect, a movie is an automatic process with a �xed frequency that 
turns images in an image sequence from invisible to visible and back to invisible at the 
same location. This process can be interrupted by the audience (for example, by pausing 
or jumping backward/forward), but the unfolding of the image sequence does not rely 
on the audience. Reading textbooks and comics are active processes where the reader 
is in control of changing the content status. However, the segmentation of the page 
is (in most cases) not integrated with the segmentation of the content. Printed comic 
books integrate the content segmentation and panel visibility with interaction. However, 
d-Comics can have separate interactions for content segmentation and changes of panel 
visibility. The amount of interaction in d-Comics should be limited, while in video games 
there could be many interactions applied. The di�erence is that the interaction in video 
games mainly serves the gameplay, and not the segmentation.
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The main principle of comic reading is still about reading static image sequences, where 
the reader’s imagination can �ll in the image gaps. Only by enabling the reader to decide 
on their own the reading time and reading path can it be ensured that readers have 
their freedom of reading pace. Therefore, the priority of interaction design in d-Comics is 
about allowing the reader to move through panels. De�ning the concept of phasel and 
fadel can help the author to consider where to apply interaction to support the interpre-
tation of storytelling, especially segmentations.

7.2.3 Panel sequence segmentation & other applications in HCI

One conclusion drawn from Chapter 5 is that the design of interaction should be 
combined with both the narrative structure and spatial arrangement in order to convey 
the author’s storytelling intention of segmentation. This notion might be generalised 
and applied to other applications in the realm of Human-Computer Interaction that are 
related to communicating static image sequences on electronic devices, and that require 
user interaction.

For example, in digital photo collections, each photo could be compared to a panel, and 
therefore the photo collection as a set of panels. Current photo collections can be sorted 
using various metadata. For example, sort by time, sort by location, sort by person, com-
binations of these data, or manual sorting. These elements could be translated into the 
vocabulary of comics, like story time, environment and character. When the photos are 
categorized and segmented with a narrative, di�erent strategies can be implemented for 
the storytelling purpose. For example, a traveler wants to share the adventure during a 
vacation with the whole family. First, the order of the photos needs to be de�ned. Then, 
phasels can be created using segmentation. To control the storytelling e�ect, strate-
gies such as colour and interaction can be applied to support the display. If one phasel 
content is photos about mountain climbing, and the next phasel is about celebrating 
the peak view, the interaction input that the storyteller can be designed to convey the 
di�culty of mountain climbing. This can be realized by making the usual feedback speed 
of transitioning to the next phasel relatively slower.

The design of instant messaging software can be another example. Another example of 
an application area where segmentation strategies could be applied is in instant mes-
saging software. The current messaging tools only de�ne two parties: the user, and the 
other participant(s) involved in the conversation. The messages are listed chronologically 
based on when they were delivered. Longer messages take more space on the screen. 
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However, sometimes in a conversation, especially when multiple people are involved, 
there could easily be a mix-up because multiple topics are being discussed. Based on the 
understanding of phasels, a topic can be clustered and marked with a di�erent colour 
background. When the participant selects a certain topic, they could highlight the mes-
sages related to that topic. Di�erent interaction (such as shaking the electronic device or 
rotating the interface) can be designed to switch between the topics (similar to interac-
tion to switch between phasels).

Some theories from the HCI community could also be applied to this research to un-
derstand the �ndings better. For example, some studies have tried to create attributes 
of interaction in order to know what can be manipulated when designing interactions. 
Lim et al. (2007) established an interaction Gestalt theory to support artefact design and 
user experience. These attributes are: connectivity, continuity, directness, movement, 
orderliness, pace, proximity, resolution, speed, state, and time-depth. Within the theory, 
attributes such as movement, resolution, and speed, must be applied on either a visual 
or a physical object.

7.3 Future Work

This dissertation mainly discussed how comics changed due to the development of 
electronic technology, focusing especially on the displaying and reading aspects. There 
are also other aspects of comics which are changing:

 » Distribution: To gain access to a comic story, the reader doesn’t have to buy a book 
from the bookstore or borrow it from a friend but can purchase and download it from 
the Internet to read it on an electronic device. The distribution channel is not limited by 
geographical location. Readers everywhere in the world can quickly receive the comics 
and authors can �nd a global audience. Furthermore, the reader can easily collect and 
carry hundreds of thousands of comic series with a single electronic device, read comics 
anytime and anywhere, and switch from series to series with simple user interaction. Can 
segmenting the content contribute to the distribution of d-Comics? For example, the 
reader can access several phasels instead of purchasing the whole content.

 » Creation: There are many electronic drawing input devices such as Wacom tablets and 
comics creation software and platforms such as Comic Studio (computer software) and 
Rage Comic Generator (application). There are online publishing platforms and pro-
gramming languages to support creating and publishing d-Comics with interaction. The 
layout and graphics of comics are easy to alter digitally. It is not necessary to worry about 
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an accidental ink dot that can ruin the whole page. Instead, the new challenge is about 
designing a reading experience for di�erent electronic devices.

 » Author-reader communication: In the print age, a reader could send a letter to the 
author or publisher to comment on the comics. Some comments might be selected and 
published several months after the comics were released. Nowadays, the comic author 
can post comics directly online, and readers can leave comments under the post. Some-
times, author and reader can communicate in the comment area. Moreover, the author 
can even create an online poll to let the readers vote for their expected following up of 
the story.

The d-Comics industry is going through a forming process. It has plenty of space to 
grow. We hope that this research can contribute to the understanding of d-Comics, and 
the general comics industry. But it is a long way to go from this understanding to a �our-
ishing new industry. A great amount of practice should be conducted in order to �nd a 
systematic and practical creation method. New tools (software, hardware and bridging 
methods) should be created to empower more people to be able to create d-Comics and 
gain access to d-Comics. During this time d-Comics are created for experimentation and 
exploration, and it is still necessary to be able to use the drawing tablet, image editing 
software (such as Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator) and programming software. Behind 
the �nal d-Comics published online, the author has to learn not only storytelling and 
drawing comics, but also skills using software and programming. Originally, making 
comics is not supposed to be such highly technical work. Also, there are more aspects to 
consider such as the publication channels, interaction with readers, co-creation, etc. We 
should work towards a goal of making d-Comics a common and easy way of expression, 
recording, sharing, reading, and thinking.

We believe there is a value in the combination of content and interaction. When reading 
this type of d-Comics, the reader’s input can �t with the narrative development. Instead 
of only �ipping a page or clicking a button, the interaction can contain storytelling 
information that the reader can experience while moving forward through panels — this 
dynamic information cannot be captured by static images. Therefore, d-Comics cannot 
be easily copied by static images. The feeling of participating in the story will increase.
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E�ect Value F Hypo-
thesis df

Error 
df

Sig. Noncent. 
Parame-
ter

Observed 
Powerc

Speed Pillai’s 
Trace

0.005 .103b 1 19 0.752 0.103 0.061

Wilks’ 
Lambda

0.995 .103b 1 19 0.752 0.103 0.061

Hotel-
ling’s 
Trace

0.005 .103b 1 19 0.752 0.103 0.061

Roy’s 
Largest 
Root

0.005 .103b 1 19 0.752 0.103 0.061

Speed * 
F5Gap-
PercTot-
TC1

Pillai’s 
Trace

0.018 .343b 1 19 0.565 0.343 0.086

Wilks’ 
Lambda

0.982 .343b 1 19 0.565 0.343 0.086

Hotel-
ling’s 
Trace

0.018 .343b 1 19 0.565 0.343 0.086

Roy’s 
Largest 
Root

0.018 .343b 1 19 0.565 0.343 0.086

Speed * 
F5Gap-
PercTot-
TC2

Pillai’s 
Trace

0.03 .584b 1 19 0.454 0.584 0.112

Wilks’ 
Lambda

0.97 .584b 1 19 0.454 0.584 0.112

Hotel-
ling’s 
Trace

0.031 .584b 1 19 0.454 0.584 0.112

Roy’s 
Largest 
Root

0.031 .584b 1 19 0.454 0.584 0.112

Speed * 
F5Gap-
PercTot-
TC3

Pillai’s 
Trace

0.016 .309b 1 19 0.585 0.309 0.083

Wilks’ 
Lambda

0.984 .309b 1 19 0.585 0.309 0.083

Hotel-
ling’s 
Trace

0.016 .309b 1 19 0.585 0.309 0.083

Roy’s 
Largest 
Root

0.016 .309b 1 19 0.585 0.309 0.083
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Speed * 
F5Gap-
PercTot-
TC4

Pillai’s 
Trace

0.004 .073b 1 19 0.791 0.073 0.058

Wilks’ 
Lambda

0.996 .073b 1 19 0.791 0.073 0.058

Hotel-
ling’s 
Trace

0.004 .073b 1 19 0.791 0.073 0.058

Roy’s 
Largest 
Root

0.004 .073b 1 19 0.791 0.073 0.058

Motion Pillai’s 
Trace

0.065 1.311b 1 19 0.266 1.311 0.193

Wilks’ 
Lambda

0.935 1.311b 1 19 0.266 1.311 0.193

Hotel-
ling’s 
Trace

0.069 1.311b 1 19 0.266 1.311 0.193

Roy’s 
Largest 
Root

0.069 1.311b 1 19 0.266 1.311 0.193

Moti-
on * 
F5Gap-
PercTot-
TC1

Pillai’s 
Trace

0.244 6.123b 1 19 0.023 6.123 0.651

Wilks’ 
Lambda

0.756 6.123b 1 19 0.023 6.123 0.651

Hotel-
ling’s 
Trace

0.322 6.123b 1 19 0.023 6.123 0.651

Roy’s 
Largest 
Root

0.322 6.123b 1 19 0.023 6.123 0.651

Moti-
on * 
F5Gap-
PercTot-
TC2

Pillai’s 
Trace

0.541 1 19 0 22.36 0.994

Wilks’ 
Lambda

0.459 1 19 0 22.36 0.994

Hotel-
ling’s 
Trace

1.177 1 19 0 22.36 0.994

Roy’s 
Largest 
Root

1.177 1 19 0 22.36 0.994
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Moti-
on * 
F5Gap-
PercTot-
TC3

Pillai’s 
Trace

0.125 2.711b 1 19 0.116 2.711 0.346

Wilks’ 
Lambda

0.875 2.711b 1 19 0.116 2.711 0.346

Hotel-
ling’s 
Trace

0.143 2.711b 1 19 0.116 2.711 0.346

Roy’s 
Largest 
Root

0.143 2.711b 1 19 0.116 2.711 0.346

Moti-
on * 
F5Gap-
PercTot-
TC4

Pillai’s 
Trace

0.39 1 19 0.002 12.124 0.91

Wilks’ 
Lambda

0.61 1 19 0.002 12.124 0.91

Hotel-
ling’s 
Trace

0.638 1 19 0.002 12.124 0.91

Roy’s 
Largest 
Root

0.638 1 19 0.002 12.124 0.91

Speed * 
Motion

Pillai’s 
Trace

0.101 2.146b 1 19 0.159 2.146 0.285

Wilks’ 
Lambda

0.899 2.146b 1 19 0.159 2.146 0.285

Hotel-
ling’s 
Trace

0.113 2.146b 1 19 0.159 2.146 0.285

Roy’s 
Largest 
Root

0.113 2.146b 1 19 0.159 2.146 0.285

Speed * 
Moti-
on * 
F5Gap-
PercTot-
TC1

Pillai’s 
Trace

0.028 .551b 1 19 0.467 0.551 0.109

Wilks’ 
Lambda

0.972 .551b 1 19 0.467 0.551 0.109

Hotel-
ling’s 
Trace

0.029 .551b 1 19 0.467 0.551 0.109

Roy’s 
Largest 
Root

0.029 .551b 1 19 0.467 0.551 0.109
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Speed * 
Moti-
on * 
F5Gap-
PercTot-
TC2

Pillai’s 
Trace

0.511 1 19 0 19.894 0.988

Wilks’ 
Lambda

0.489 1 19 0 19.894 0.988

Hotel-
ling’s 
Trace

1.047 1 19 0 19.894 0.988

Roy’s 
Largest 
Root

1.047 1 19 0 19.894 0.988

Speed * 
Moti-
on * 
F5Gap-
PercTot-
TC3

Pillai’s 
Trace

0.282 7.451b 1 19 0.013 7.451 0.736

Wilks’ 
Lambda

0.718 7.451b 1 19 0.013 7.451 0.736

Hotel-
ling’s 
Trace

0.392 7.451b 1 19 0.013 7.451 0.736

Roy’s 
Largest 
Root

0.392 7.451b 1 19 0.013 7.451 0.736

Speed * 
Moti-
on * 
F5Gap-
PercTot-
TC4

Pillai’s 
Trace

0.229 5.657b 1 19 0.028 5.657 0.617

Wilks’ 
Lambda

0.771 5.657b 1 19 0.028 5.657 0.617

Hotel-
ling’s 
Trace

0.298 5.657b 1 19 0.028 5.657 0.617

Roy’s 
Largest 
Root

0.298 5.657b 1 19 0.028 5.657 0.617
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This section collects several exploratory design prototypes of d-Comics made through 
research. The �rst four prototypes can be accessed online. The last prototype needs to be 
accessed on a dedicated device and is therefore not available online.

Prototype 1: Background

As discussed mainly in Chapter 4, the spatial arrangement as a panel segmentation strat-
egy has several aspects such as the spatial distance between panels and di�erent visual 
elements. To express a phasel gap, the common practice would be to increase the spatial 
distance of the phasel gap (Figure appendix vii.1).

Figure appendix vii.1: Example of di�erent distances between phasels.

Figure appendix vii.2: An example of using di�erences in background to express segmentation.
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Prototype 1 explores the “environment” aspect in the visual elements to express panel 
sequence segmentation. But instead of altering drawings inside panels, this prototype 
uses the space outside the panel. Each panel can be considered as one visual element, 
and the rest of the visual space displayed on the canvas would be the environment — 
since in the digital environment there can be di�erent digital layers. Figure appendix 
vii.2 illustrates the appearance of prototype 1. A panel sequence is placed horizontally 
on a virtual canvas. The background (environment) of Phasel 1 is wood grain, while the 
background of Phasel 2 is sand. When the reader scrolls through the panel sequence, the 
background changes based on the current phasel to which the current panel (the panel 
in the centre of the display) belongs to.

Prototype 2: Moving Speed of the Background

In the digital environment, images can be placed on top of each other in virtual layers. 
This is di�erent from print comics where there is only one static layer, including the 
background. Moreover, in d-Comics interactions can be used to move between di�erent 
layers. For example, the user could drag the background, while the foreground remains 
at the same place. One existing example of separating panel layer from the background 
layer is The Boat from Huynh (2014). The foreground layer contains the static panels, 
while the background layer is one animated sea image. Another example of using layers 
can be found in Sutu’s (2016) These Memories Won’t Last. 

Figure appendix vii.3: A screenshot of Prototype 2

Figure appendix vii.3 is a screenshot of Prototype 2, which has two layers: the foreground 
layer for placing the panels, and the background layer for the cloud image. The panels 
are the twenty-four panels created in Experiment 3. The cloud image has been designed 
and programmed (using HTML, CSS and JavaScript) to occur constantly so that it appears 
as an in�nite cloud background. The two layers all react to the same vertical scrolling 
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input. When the reader scrolls the panels, the moving speed of the front layer remains 
the same. However, the background layer moves faster when it is a phasel gap, and 
slower when it is a normal panel gap. The reader can observe the di�erences only when 
interacting with the d-Comics. Once the interaction is stopped, both the foreground and 
background become static.

Prototype 3: Shape Change

The idea of this prototype is to consider the panel gap as a visible object. Figure ap-
pendix vii.4 illustrates the mechanism of the prototype. Each panel gap has the same 
appearance when there is no input from the reader. The reader can scroll horizontally 
to move the panel sequence. In reaction to the reader’s input, the visual gaps within a 
phasel change shape less dramatically than when there is a phasel gap. The visual e�ect 
is to mimic an elastic e�ect.

Figure appendix vii.4: A prototype in which di�erent shape changes are used as the output to express 

segmentation.
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Prototype 4: Zoom

Two existing examples of applying a zooming e�ect in d-Comics are McCloud’s (2003) 
The Right Number and the zoom version of xkcd’s Click and Drag adapted by Wesch 
(2012). Prototype 4 contains two sub-prototypes with di�erent panel layouts: 4A and 4B 
(Figure 5). We used the twenty-four panels created in Experiment 3 with two di�erent 
layouts. The prototypes were programmed with HTML, CSS and JavaScript. The zooming 
interaction relies on the two “zoom in” and “zoom out” buttons located on the bottom 
right of the screen.

Layout 1 starts with Panel 1 as the �rst stage. When zooming out, the presentation 
zooms to four, nine, sixteen and twenty-�ve panels in four steps. Layout 2 applies a 
zoom out starting from Panel 1 in the centre of the panel sequence, zooming to nine 
and twenty-�ve panels in only two steps. In both Layout 1 and 2, a guiding line has to be 
applied to indicate the reading order to the reader.

The reason that the two layouts with the same zoom interaction require a di�erent 
number of steps is that we have de�ned that each zoom in input should make at least 
one more panel visible. Then because of the di�erent layout, the required steps to view a 
certain number of panels are di�erent.
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Figure appendix vii.5:  Zoom layout 4A (layout 1) and 4B (layout 2).
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Prototype 5: 3D Virtual Space

Prototype 5 aims to explore the three-dimensional virtual space. The eight phasels from 
Experiment 3 were adopted and placed in three-dimensional virtual space in Unity. As 
Figure appendix vii.6 shows, panels that belong to the same phasel were placed hori-
zontally on the x-axis, while di�erent phasels were located vertically on the y-axis. By 
converting this setting with ARToolKit, we were able to experience reading d-Comics in 
Augmented Reality from a tablet. Figure appendix vii.7 is a screenshot of the tablet used 
to read this prototype. The starting position was standing straight and holding the tablet 
perpendicular to the �oor. By moving the tablet horizontally, we can see panels in the 
same phasel. By moving the tablet forward or backward, we can switch between phasels.

Figure appendix vii.6: An example of using the x-, y-, and z-axis to express segmentation.
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Figure appendix vii.7: Screenshot of the Augmented Reality prototype made using Unity and ARToolKit.

The problem of this prototype is that when a small phasel is on top of a large phasel (for 
example, Phasel 1 and Phasel 2), the large phasel won’t be visually covered. Therefore, 
when reading Phasel 1, the reader can already see some panels in Phasel 2. One solution 
could be to use an angle between the phasels to separate them on di�erent axes. For 
example, Figure appendix vii.8 shows a rebuilt 3D virtual space where the phasels are 
rotated 90 degrees. The spatial arrangement will bring many interesting challenges, such 
as how to create a good 3D digital panel segmentation in virtual space.

Figure appendix vii.8: Improved 3D scene where the rotation has been used to express segmentation.
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Summary

Comics are a storytelling medium. There are several practices which revolve around this 
medium: “the industry that produces comics, the community that embraces them, the 
content which they represent, and the avenues in which they appear [@Cohn2005]”. For 
over a hundred years, comics were presented on paper-based carriers such as magazines 
and books. With the development of new technologies, the comics industry has the 
opportunity to embrace a new carrier – the digital environment in electronic devices. 

The journey of the comics industry towards digitalisation started in 1980 as more 
and more comics appeared on this new carrier. This transformation between carriers 
changed not only how comics are displayed, but also how readers can read comics and 
how authors can create comics. Simple transformations of printed comics into digital 
formats will limit the development and expressions of digital comics. This research aims 
to explore how comics are constructed in the digital environment, to provide insight into 
designing digital comics (d-Comics) for electronic devices.

The research objective is to gain knowledge about comics and its carriers, to design for 
digital comics. The research started from wondering how the physical pages in�uenced 
comics – is there a unit in d-Comics similar to the page? This question has been broken 
into two sub-questions: How is a panel sequence segmented in d-Comics? What could 
be the strategies of the segmentation in d-Comics when designing panel sequence 
segmentations?

Three experiments were conducted to answer these research questions. Experiment 1 
was a web-based experiment for collecting an understanding of how readers segment 
panel sequences in d-Comics: four panel sequences were analysed. Experiment 2 was an 
expert review to justify the results collected from Experiment 1 and provided a detailed 
analysis of the in�uence factors of panel segmentation in d-Comics. Experiment 3 was 
a lab-based experiment that built further upon the insights gained from Experiments 1 
and 2. Moreover, by conducting a within-group test of the result, the e�ect of interac-
tion design on the expression of panel sequence segmentation in d-Comics has been 
analysed.

The results from Experiment 1 lead to a general pattern of panel sequence segmen-
tation. Segmentations of panels in d-Comics can create two types of panel groups: 
phasel and fadel. A phasel (created by combining “phase” and “sequel”) in d-Comics is 
represented by one panel or multiple panels that belong to each other. The author or 
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the reader cannot decompose these further into smaller phasels. A phasel describes a 
strong relation among a certain number of panels and a signi�cant di�erence with other 
phasels, determined by the author’s interpretation of storytelling. Based on the results 
of the experiment, the smallest phasel has one panel, and the largest phasel has twen-
ty-four panels. A fadel (created by combining “fade” and “sequel”) is represented by one 
panel that the author or the reader considers to be part of the previous phasel and the 
next phasel. A fadel describes an overlapping transitional relation between two phasels, 
and it contains both the fading of the previous phasel and the starting of the next phasel 
determined by the author’s interpretation of storytelling. Experiment 2 further justi�ed 
the identi�ed segmentations from Experiment 1 and established two strategies for seg-
mentation: narrative structure and visual space. In Experiment 2, the two strategies were 
separated into nine categories: story time, environment, character, object, symbol, text, 
frame/panel shape, camera angle, and drawing style. The identi�cation of segmentations 
between panels can be stimulated by implementing di�erent categories or a combina-
tion of categories. The experiment shows that when more categories are implemented 
between two panels, there is a higher chance that a segmentation will be identi�ed. 
Experiment 3 implemented the knowledge gained from the previous two experiments 
and explored the design of interactions for panel sequence segmentation in d-Comics. 
The results showed that the vocabulary and strategies could indeed be applied when 
designing d-Comics, and justi�ed interaction is the third panel sequence segmentation 
strategy in d-Comics. The design of d-Comics should apply the panels’ sequence seg-
mentation strategies on the segmented panel sequence based on the author’s storytell-
ing intention.

The main contribution of this thesis is the establishment and description of a panel-level 
relation vocabulary (phasel, fadel, phasel gap) that is independent of the carrier. This 
vocabulary, together with the strategies of segmentation can be considered as the 
framework for the creation of d-Comics. The d-Comics author can create panels without 
considering the concrete carrier. Based on the relations between panels’ segmentation 
strategies can be applied to strengthen or weaken the relations among panels. As a 
result, the spatial relations and interactions may vary among di�erent electronic devices, 
but the author’s storytelling intention can remain coherent. 
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